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This report was prepared by anqudependent Task Force
assembled and fdnded by the National Commission on,r'
Libraries-and Information Science. The Commission
has reviewed the report and determined that thejask

fully and effectively met its charge.

.

4tlnigh, the Commission as a whole has not yet_ formally

gd,upen the report,_ it is being-released-at this time
-I or'review-And-reaction by,policy makers and citizens,,

-generally, and by members of the library and information
servifes,community, as they participate in the emerging'
national debate on the appropriate role of theopublic
and private sectors In the United States.
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ABSTRACT e.

0/

This Report of the NCLIS Public Sector/Private SectoTask Force preset
the results of a two-year study of the'interations between-government and .

private sector information activities. It identifies two primary issues:

1) The crucial importande of information resources,
proddcts, and services inour economy and society.

2) The conflicting views. concerning the proper, role of

government in providitg those information resources,

Products, and services.

It describes the contexts for conflict between the public and-private sectors

with respect to the purposes for government to provide services, the audience

to be served, the services provided, and the effects on the private sector if

government does provide information products and services in commerce.

The Report Presents the historical background for present concerns,
reviews the sources of Conflictamong the sectois, and -then presents the :

results of the Task Force deliberations, in the form of.a set of seven

principles and twenty-seven recommendations for implementation of those

principles, The principles relate to the following*Major issues:

1) The need for the Federal goVernment to take a
position of leadership ifi facilitating the
development and-fosering the use of information
products and services. As part of that, the
open dissemination of information from 'governmental

)` .activities should be regarded aia high priority -.
responsibility,'especially through private sector means.

2) Private sector investment in information resources,
products, and services should be encouraged and not

discouraged. As.part of that, lifirarigs and other
information activities in the private Sector should

be used as the means for distribution of information
from the Federal government, in preferente to using

newly Created governmental encies. , ,

1.1

3), the government should-not ge in,commercial
information activities 'unles4 there are compelling

'reasons for it to do so, and there must be yell

t 'defined procedures for determining that suCh'reasons

i indeed are present. Prices for government products
and services should-be consistent with.the Actual
costs for making the information available.

t '4) If private Sector information is included in any
package of governmentally distributed informs n .

the private Elector property rights should bye

carefully protected. ,-
.

.
. ,

.' T114,,Report presents some preliminary suggestions on stepa,to be taken

'implAnent the principles and recommendations. ,
.

4 '
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PUBLIC SECTOA/PRIVATE SECTOR
INTERACTION IN

PROVIDING INFORMATION SERVICES

REPORT TO THE NCLIS
FROOTHE PUBLIC SECTOR /PRIVATE SECTOR TASK FORCE

.(1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

r.

1

InformatiOn is a resource.of immense economic and social value. It is

fital to the roper functioning of a democratic society, a crucial tool

in a productive economy and an effective government, a central part of the

growth and well being of individuals. Perhaps because of its importance,

information has become a focal point of concern about the relationships

among the many sectors of our society, both governmental and pripte. Those

issues"have become the subject of political debate, as both the Federal
\\government and private enterprise have expanded the range of information %

oducts and services they provide, each to some extent depending upon the

Other-but also competing with the other. ,

.

. _

The Public Sector/Private Sector Task Force -was established by the

National Commission on Libraries and Information Science 'injne 1979.

It was asked to review interactions among the several sect9rs concerned

with development .of information regiources,.prOducts, and services. The

purpose was to explore the issues involved, to identify the-conflicts,

and to recommend means for resolv.ing those conflicts. Working during a

period of two years, this group argued its why across the complicated

landscape of informatiOn policy,issues. The results,of those debates

have been presented 'in the Report of the Task Force, subiltted to the

WITS in August 1981.1,

The.purpose of this Executive Summary is to provide a quick overview ,

of the substance of the Report. In doing sd, it will of necessity condpse

and simplify whit are excep nally complex issues, so it should be viewed

solely as a summary, not- s a feplacement for the Report as such.



THE FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES.

The work of the, Task Force, can be 'summarized in terms-of two statements, .

the first of them representing a point of unanimous agreement and the second
representing the focus of major philosphical disagreement.- First, the point _

of agreement is an affirmation of the very context for establishing the
Task Force:

o Inforbation resources, products, and services
are vital components of our society, of our
economic prairdtivity, of our governments
'operation, of our individual growth and well
being. They'are increasing in theif value and
importance, however their role maybe measured.
Government policy should be designed to foster
the development and use of informatiOn resources
and to eliminate impediments-to such development
and use.

As will bt summarized belo, most of the principles identified by the Task
_Force (especially Principles 1, 2, 5, and 7) reflect this view. They are
each intended to identify guidelines for Federal policy that will support
the development'and use of information resources, products, and. services.

Second, the focus of differences in philosophy and principle:

-o .There are blisic,xliffeNences in view concerning
the pfopdr role of the Federal,government (or
of government in general) with respect to providing
information resources, products, and services. '
They result in conflicts between restricting and not
restricting the role- of government.

THOfie on the Task Force who would'restrict the role of government would pref;er
to place reliagce on market forces. They eoint out that:

1) Our society is founded on the traditional view that

i/)

' individual freedom and initiative, expressed through
competitive priyate enterprise, are the best means of'
supplYing the products and services needed by society.

,S ci
. Government sentry `the marketplace can have,a
chilling effect on. private sector investment in the
generation, collection, anckdistribution of,information.

3) When the government enters the marketplace; it interferes
with the ability of the1market mechanism to allocate
resources to the optimum production of goods4and services.

viii
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4) The private sector, if not threatened by the anti - competitive

,effects of government in the marketplace, can widen the

distribution of inform ion from governMent as well as

from other sources.,

In contrast, thoge who would favor not restricting the role o

will point to the following: °

1)

criiernment

There is need to ensure equitable, open access by, the

public in general to information which has been generated,

collected,'processed, and/or di?tributed with taxpaye*

f,unds.

2) To participate fully in our democratic society,

must be informed and aware, regardless of their

ability to pay for needed informationi

3)* Information needs that are not served by the marketplace

must be met by .government.

citizens
individual

'4) The, government has a role to play in stimulating the

development of information as a resource for dealing

with societal problems:

The remaining principles (Principles 3, 4, and 6) and most-of the recom-.

mendations are concerned with means for resolving the conflicts implied

by this major issue of-philosophical difference.

Tilt CONTEXTS OF CONFLICT:

The contexts in'which government plays a role, as they-are specific to

information resources., Products, and services, pervaded the discussions of

the Task Force:- They were exemplified in specifid governmental activities,

both currents and potential, in which conflict hasft to one extent Or another,

arisen. The degree of conflict ranges from limited to high, depending upon

how the role of government is determined, what the value is of the information'

involved; what the audience is for that information,-where and how the infor-

mation is obtained, whether there are existing sources for the same inlq.-

mation.

Virtually every combination of points on these several spectrums was

raised during the discussion. To illustrate'two extreme examples:

o A government disaster protection service, providing information

,,freely to the general public, with Congressional auth zation.

add funding, would raise few objections even frOm th etbers

of the Task Force most anxious to restrict the role of government.

ix_



o A government servicethat was extensively marketed
and directed at industrial and ttommercial markets
that were already Nerved by an existing private
sector service would raise objections even from
the membeis of the Task Force most reluctant to
restrict the role of government. ,

But between those...two extremes, there are numerous sitdcions, each to
same extent represented by,a specific government information activity,
on whiCh there would be. dichotomous Views concerning the extent to which
the Federal government agency involved should or should not provid# Such
information resources, products, or services:

."112ANDINCS OF THE TASK FORCE.

Despite those dichotomous views With respect to specific situations, the
members'ofthe Task Force reached nearly unanimous agreement on each of a. set

f of principles which 'should guide Federal government involvment in information
activities. The members of the Task ,Force alao reached substantial, and in
most cases nearly unanimous, agreement on a set of recommendations for steps
to be taken in implementation of those principles.

O

In general, these principles and recommendations are

o In favor of open acces's to information generated, by
the Federal government. , .

Thewiew of the Task Force is that it is in
the national interest' for information in
general to be widely and readily available
to the public. Information generated (with
emphasis on "generated") by the Federal
government represents a valuable resource.
The principles are intended to reinforce the

A ' importance of ensuring public access to it.

o In favor of reliance.upollibraries and private sector
organizations (both for-profit,and nat-for-prOfit),
to pike readily available information that can
be distributed by the 'Federal government.

The view of the Task Force'is that these
'two groups of institutions, taken together,
.provide the hedt means for ensuring public
access to such information.- On the
use of libraries, especially publicAnd

academic libraries, ensures that "ability tO'
pay" does not raise barriers which effectively
and discriminatively deny.access to information.
On the other band, the use.of private sector
organizations,' in the business of..providing

.

r
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informAtion services,. ensures that individual

freedom and initiative will be dedicated to,

developing and marketing a multiplicity. of

information services.whose value is determined.:

by the .purchasers rather than by government.

The principles and recommendation emphasize

the importance of, using this balance of' means

for access, incoatrast to creating new agencies

to do .so.,

o In favor of a leadership role for government, rather than a

management role.

-The-Federal goveinment hassn_opportunityto
play a siginificant.role in fostering the use

of information as an economic and-social resource.

The-key, though, is leadership not managementso as
td'encourage development by the private sector of

-information resources, products, and services

thatwill meet the needs of the public.

. .

o In favor of limiting.direct government intervention in the

'marketplace.

While the Task Force recommends against arbitrary

exclusion of theederal government from pioviding

services that the political process identifies

as needed, it does recommend that the government

.
noCenter,the marketplace unless there are

clearly defined, compelling reasons.for doing so.,

Furthermore, any such decision should.be subject

to periodic review to'ensure that circumstance

continue to warrant such activity. The view of

the Task Force is that the emery of the Federal,

goVernment into the marketplace must be subject

to checks and-balances..

.PRINCIPLESAND RECOMMENDATIONS.
oft

The Task Torce is in Unanimous agreement about the importance of

Information today in our society and our economy; whether it,is perceived

as a capital resource or as a facilitating agent. Information resources,

prOducts, and services deserve Aovernment attention and support.. The

principles and recommendations,:that, resulted from the discussions df the .

Task 7Forceareintendid_to_proVide the basis for accomplishing that goal.

The summary of them presentVihere can only sket0out the range of issues

involved and cannot even begin to deschim the pants of cmIroversy. It

is important to emphasize thtit they must be viewed as an integral whole;

implementation of.just a set of them, in isolation from the others, could,

be a totally negative result. The Task Force therefore strongly urge4-''

that they all be treated,'An the context of the whole.

044
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LEAPERSHIP'ROLE FOR GOVERNMENT.

PrinctRle_l_identifies_the,neeAforgovernmenttoprovideleeder
in facilitating the development and fostering the use of information products
and services. The implementing recommendations emphasize the need for an
expanded interpretation of freedom of speech and the preds, the development
Qf manpower for providing inforiatpn services; research and.datagathering
for better decision making concerning information policiesi, greater
consistency. in applyintinformation,policies in Congressional actions.
TheserecOmmendations were all endorsed, virtually unanimously, by the Task
Force. R .

Beyond them, the Task Force was in general agreement with the
recommendation that dissemination of information should be a high priority
responsibility of government. This view is expressed explicitly in Principle
'5, which urges that goyernmentally distributable information should be made
openly available, in readily reproducible form, without constraints on
subsequent use. The means for accomplishing that objective, though, were the
major focus of discussion.

ENCOURAGEMENT OF PRIVATE INVESTMENT.

First, the Task Forte was unanimously of the view that private sector
investment is essential if theie is to be enhanced access to and wider
dissemination of information, including that distribhtable fiy the government.
That view was embodied in .Principle 2, which urges the gov4rnment to encourage,
and-not to act in ways that will discourage private investment. The associated
recommendations identify the need to eliminate regulatory barriers, to
encourage private industry to add value to 'government furnished information,

- to involve the.4Eivate sector in planning with respect to governmental
information actiVIties, and to assure that the resulting,decisions are
consistent with policies.

Beyond thati.the Task Force urges, in Principle 7, -that the Federal,
-government shouldactively use existing anisms, such as the libraries of
thcounfty., as the means for making go:Mentally dit;ributable information
available to the pnblic.. Thistis intended.to foster divelopmeht both in

,-the private sector and the libraiy community; it is also intended that these
means be used instead Of creating new governmental agendies for functions of
information distribution.

GOVERNMENT IN .COMMERCE.

The-issues of greatest concern td_the Task Forc_arise when the_gouriment
itself engages in commercial distribution of information: On the one hand,
government clearly has resp6nsibilities for information functions,in collection
and distribution of informati9n.in areas defined by the Constithtion and
mandated by Congress. At the very least, there is information that government
must provide--a record of its actions, explanations,Of the ldw,'descrilitidns

. of services. On the other hand, as the government's role /in producing and

13



providing information expands, the likelihood increases that the greater

divertaty achieviable by private investment will be discouraged.

4

4Principle 3.and the associated recommendations, which should be treated

as integral pigts of it, are the means by which the task Force has reconciled

the issues. The Task Force sets conditions that must be met-for government

to engage in commercial distribution of information products.and servicea:

Theremust be "compelling-reasons" for doing so, and there must be well defined

procedures for involvement of the private %ector in the decision that there

indeed are compelling reasons, including review and evaluation of the impact

of the proposed services. The phrase "compelling reasons" was chosen because

the Task Force was unable to identify universally applicable rules for deciding

when the government should directly provide services, but perhaps of even more

importance is the fact that the answer will only be found in a process, not

in a catch phrase. The recommendations associated withthia,princip/e are
therefore essential to it, since they spell out the proposed. decision making

process to be followed. 4

Of much greater controversy was whether, other conditions being met, the

goverdment should be permitted to enhance information products and services

solely to meet.the needs of constituencies !Weide the goverpment itself.

'
In the only recommendation that was not a sastantial consensus, the Task

Force recommends that the government not be restricted from such enhancement.

46. Alk
The pricing policies for information distributed by the government were

considered. In Principle 6, the Task Fbrce was unanimous in concluding

that they should reflect-.the true cost of access and/or reproduction, unless

there are Congressionally specified reasons for subsidy. Specifically, that

means that prices should not be set to recover the costs of creating the

d'ata in the first place, nor should they be set artificially high or low.

.USE OF PRIVATE SECTOR INFORNATIONr

Information compiled by the government frequently includes materiai

taken, direotly or indirectly, from private sources. 'Aside from the aspects

of personal privacy, currently well covered by applicable laws, there are

problems with respect to preservation of private property rights in such

data. In Principle'4, the fabk Force addresses these problems ankurges

that those property rights be protected.

A'
IMPLEMENTATION.

The r ecommeoda t ions-2f all-into- four-broal-categoriesT-for-each_of :which

there are' appropriate agencies to be responsible for implementation:
e

1) Issues of general, national concern. These

represent matters for which Congress should

be primarily responsible. The NCLIS can play

an important role in identifying the issues

and in recommending to Congress what should be

done about them. (Recommendations 1, 2, 3, 8; 9).

-4"
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2) Issues essentially focussed within the
government...these also represent matters
for w . m y
responsibility., Beyond that, however, the
OMB and the'varAous agencies of governmeht
must take the operational resP6sibility.
And again, NCLIS can play-an important role
An identifying the issues and making

-'recommendation to the agencies that they
consider the applicability of policies to
their operations. (RecommeAdations 4, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23).

3) Issues4elating to interactions among the.
.

sectors. Clearly bothsovernment agencies
and private Sector organizations must together
,be actively involverin implementing these
recommendations. The NCLIS can serve an
important role in facilitatIng communication
between.the two groups. (Recommendations 52,
10, 11,12, 15, 16, 17, 18, 24, 25, 26, 27),

4) Issues related to the private sector itself.
, %These clearly must be .the responsibility of

the private sector, although Congress might
consider legislation needed for encouragement
or where appropriate, support of private
sector activities. (Recommendations 6, 7,

.With respect to steps which the NCLIS'itself can take directly, it seems
appropri4te for NCLIS to initiate discussions with Execkitive Branch agencies
currently ingagedinnformallom activities to which the principles And
recommendations-of this Repdit'may apply. Appendix 3 of the Report identifies

4 a number of those agencies and information'acti;dties, as a starting point
for such`discussions.

STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT.

4.

vf

,k? 0 .

o An Introduction & Summary, presenting the
-

.--,.-'-Background-and-summarizing-the-principles,
recommendations, and means for implemeujation
of ihem which were the specific results of
the work of the Task Force.

o A set of definitions of terms used in the
Task'FOrde discussions. While definitions
may beipadantic, they are crucial if the terms

The Report of the'Task Force-is organized into five sections'!

Oa 15
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in the several principles and recommendatiods

are to.be interpreted as the Task Force itended.

I

o A review of he general context'for the work of

the Task Force, including historical background)

identification of the pl yers and their roles, '

description of the inter ctions among the sectors,' Ns

.

And summary of recent po icy statements. This

review providee-a pictuf of the situation that

. . led toestablishing the ask Force and that

t makes the issues involve impor rlnt nough to .

have Warranted this degre, of att ntion. -7

o A presentatinn.of "principles ", each of Which is

the nearly unalimous*consenaus of agreement

by the Task Force on what ought to be the

fundamental guides to policy in the'Federal

..

. governmedt with respect o distribution of

information products:and, ervices by government

agencies. While the. bald statement of each

of them may appear to be er innocuous,' they

each represent issue of significance and

'-controversy and frequently of deep philosophical

differences among members of 'the Task'Force.

The discussion presented of them tries to convey

t; some of the aspects deemed important.

,,," --, ,
.

o A,set of recommendations, providing the means for

implementing the principles and, in some cases,

representing essential 'blements in the resolution

of conflicts in arriving at. agreement on principles.

.Again,.the discussioirattempts to convey the points-.

at iisue,so that the recommendations can be seen

as meaningful.,. .

.
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'1. INTRODUCTION & SUMMARY

OVERVIEW.

4

Background

o Charge to the Task Forc e

o Membershii of
e

the Task Force

o Methodiof Operation

o Resulting Objectives
The Contexts of Conflict
,o The Purposes

o The Audiences

o The Services
o The Effects

,

The Principles & Recommendations

o Governmental Leadership_
ok EncourageMent of Private Sector Investment

o. Availability of InfOrmation

o Government in tht,Marketplace

o Government Use oetirivate Sector Information

Implementation ,

Summary

BACKGROUND. (-
,

! For the past decade or so,,both the government and the private sectors

havedramatkally'increased the number and yariety of information resources,'

products, and services they each provide. The result has been.an ever rising

vel af-Conflict concerning the proper *roles of the Sectors of our society

n the generation, collection, processing,.and dissemination of information.

arges ,of "market failomek are met with accusations of "unfair government

ompetition"; demands for ` "market determined allocation of resources" are

cause of concern for the "information disadVantaged"; the needs for "open

'availability of information" are countered with wishes for "diversity of

'choices'''. -The conflict, as it has developed, has been exacerbated by failure

;to define terms (such as those quoted in that sentence) and by the fact there

p have been no.established rules and no explicitly defined array of choices.

In recognit ion-of_these_problemaan ad hoc sub-committee of the NCLIS

met during 1975,-0 consider how beA7 to avoid the growing number of conflicts

between information activities in the piblic and private sectors. Iti report

recommended that a fact-findingeffort should be undertaken by the Commission,

through a Public/Private Sector Task Group.

,'Because of other priorities, establishment of the Task Group was delayed.

until 197,9. Although the intervening period had seen a number of sttffites and

1
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4eports touching on the public/p4vate sectors interface,'none prOvided NCLIS
. the guidance it needed. The problem4; issues; and conflicts that hid led to

the initial interest in 1975 still existed.and some had -even intensified.
As a result, the present Task Force was appointed in.June 1979.

CHARGE TO THE TASK FORCE.
" 4 ,

The Task Force was asked to rd4iew interactidns among the sectors
with respect to the generation and dissemination of information of all types
:--gcientific, technical, business, etc. Consideration was to be given
especially to legislation, executive orders, and government policies and
practices. To paraphrase the document eitablishing the Task Force; it
asked for a report that would accomplish the following objectives:

,

o ,Identify and illustrate the types of library and
information service functions that should be carried

-out by government or by the private -sector.

o Define and illustrate the criteria used to determine
what information,Servicegshould be supported
by tax funds orl:ly the marketplace.

o identify activities within government and the private
sector whidh now contradict the Task Force views.

o Identi fy meang:and actions to be taken to, correct
the balance, ghd identify the parties, including
NCLIS, that should take'them.

MEMBERSHIP OF THE TASK FORCE.

vs- The membership of th& Teak Force was carefully chosen to be Ai
repreientative as possible'of the several constituencies involved, with '
the three major sectors--goimrnment, not-for-profit, and for-profit--
being equally represented in the original membership. 'During the course
of the work of the.Task'Force, there were a few original members who resigned
and there were a ,few wh6 were represented by surrogates during some meetings.
As a result, additional members werecoopted to replace those i:s4ginal
members who, for one reason'or another; were not able to participate fully
in the discussions. The final membership of the Task Force is shown in
Appendix 1.

METHOD OF OPERATION.

The Ta sk Force met as a group eight times over a two-year period:

o 13-14 JUne 1979 o 12-13 June 1980
o 20-21 September 1979 , 'o 23-24 October 1980
o 8- 9 January 1980 o 12-14 January 1981
d 10-11 April 1980' , o 15-16 April 1981
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Each meeting involved open discussion of the issues. Sub - committees

were used diming three meetings, to focus discussion,. and a modified Delphi

questionnaire_was_used_between_vgetings to elicit views and:to determine

areas of convergence or divergen?e in those views. The final two meeting's

were devoted to discussion of and formal votes on the several statements of

principle and the recommendations.

The process, for whatever-reason, was remarkably succest4F1 in creating

a sense of commonpurposenot necessarily consensus on views, but an

agreement on principles and on the basis far ,disagreement. The Task Force

strongly feels that the sense of common purpose was perhaps the most important

achievement in its working together as a group.

'RESULTING OBJECTIVES.

Ilk
original

el result of the discussions in the Task Forc it ecame clear that

the original charge was inconsistent.with the actual ob ems of concern.

Specifically:

o The TasiZ Force concluded,that assignment of
resporisibilities for various functions was not the

means to guide the interactions among the sectors.

No function was the exclusive province of one sector

or another.

o The Task Force concentrated its attention almost
solely on the Federal government (including
independent agencies as well as the executive,
legislative, and judicial branches)._

o The focus was on information contexts in which

conflicttreiultp from government involvment,
especially in distribution of information.,

o TheTask Force focussed on government inftrmatiott

resources, productP,l'and servlices that are "in the

realm of commerce (i.e.v thdt are disseminated

by the government either directly or throdgh the

private sector), thus excluding those that are

purely internal or administrative: s

o Although there clearly are areas,of conflict within the

private- sector- which are,affected by_goveramentimtion'

(in the form i4 legislation, regulation; or even perhaps,.,

direct action), the Task Force did not consider such
issues, fognsging its attention 'totally on the iipaet

of governmental information activities. Thus, issues

relating to pxivatecopyright conflicts, to conflicts

between different private information activities, and to

conflicts between the providers of infqrmation servides ,

and the pachasers of them were not considered, unless
. .

3
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they involved the government itself as a.party in those -

conflicts.

o\..Althckugh the charge.'implied thap the Task Force ,should

°consider 'how, present situations Wight differ from the
views'it suggests, the Task Force concluded that it could
`.only make 'progress if it limited'itsconsideration to
activities that might arise in the future. The extent

. to which existing situations may or may not"fit within
the framework will need to be considere# On,an ad hoc
basis, case tly....45se. s'

.o 'Although the area of international data flow is onein
which public sector/private Actor interaction is clearly
of immense importance, the Task Force did not feel that
it had sufficient expertise or time with which to cover
the issues adequately. As a result, despite the importance
with which the members of the.Task Force individually and
,collectively regard the problems in international data flow,
the Task Force did'not cover them.in its principles or
in recommendations. %

o Although issues'related to technology pervaded the entire
process of the,Task Force, arising in virtually every item

' of discussion, in the final analysis the decision was made
that the Task Force did not find it appropriate'to present
any recommendations or conclusions about technology.

THE CONTEXTS OF CONFI4CT.

Fromsthe outset, the Task Force -,a concerned with identifying the
kinds of problems that were involved in the interactions among the sectors,
either in theory or as exemplified IA specific information activities of the
'Federal government (such as those listed in Appendix 3). These "cbntextsof
"conflict" have been summarised in Table. 1. Simplified though it is, it does
provide a'convenignt frame of reference for considering the several dimensions
of the problem.

4

THE PURPOSES.

Consider, for example, the means by which the Function of Government is
determined. As shown in the first row of Table 1, there would be little, if

any_conflisthen_a_furictiovis_Constitutionally_definerl -(spliportof national
defense, for example). But even Congressionally mandated services are likely
to result in at leatit moderate conflict. And when the Federalagency itself
determines that an information. service is needed, the likelihood of-conflict,
is high. Closely related to this context are two others --the "Purpose of thd
Information" and the ''begree of Availability". If the information is needed
for the internal functioning of government and is available only under, the
provisions of the Freedom of Information Act, there issmall likelihood of ~
conflict; but ifit's extensively marketed information, intende'd'to influence

4
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Table 1

7
A

nteites-fer-Genfliet-coneerning the Role of

Federal Goveliltientt in Providing. iii

ge. of Conflict

Context Limited

ormation Resources; Products,

Moderate

& Services

High,

Function of
Goyernment

Purpose of

Information

---7:

E .nomic.
UtIity

Degree of
Availability

1.

ally

defined

Irite/mal wqrk

of government

"Freedom- of

,InformatiO4 Act"

Addience

Ability

Pay

Secial
Value

Immediacy
'of Value

-te.

Congressionally_
1-

mandated
f

&Ideate or
inform pdbiic

'Sup't of
Documents

General
public.

1i

Specific
groups

/

Agency
determined'

.. Influeeice
policy°

4eayily
marketed

Limited
groups

4 c

to Economipi147
disadvantaged,

General
public

High' social .

value
a

Low utility.

'Long-term
value

Business an d'

industry'

.A2derate
value

Moderate utility

Medium-term
value

Low so'cial.

value ,s
- .

High utility

Immediate-term
value

User

Spedificity

Amount of.
Value added

Resources. products Services' :

IL
Generation Compilati9n & Packaging &C-

& processing' collection direct services

Firm of

Availability

Pricing
Policy

:Listing
Services

Print,

Microform

Computer readable

tapes

`Congressional_
subs icy

Online access,

Broadcast 7

Marginal cost of .Market based

reproduction pricing 7

No overlap
to miner overlap'

Source of
. Information

Generated
internally

1;6..

Minor q`verlap Major overlap

to some overlap- to competitifve

Collected
from public

Obtained from
private-sources
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policy, there is almost certain conflict.

I

.

. , -

"The Audience for a service and the ability of the audience-to pay \for
° it are two more of the contexts f.cr confliCt. Essentially, the more specific t

the audiencand the' more able the gOalence is to pay; the,more likely there
will be'confgct if the Federal government provides an information service.
Relateksare issues "of Value--$ocial ViThe,'Economic Utility, and Immediacy of
Value.' Information of -high economic value,, especially thatfor which literallir

seconds may change its value, is information that the ,prvate sector wants
to repackage, thmarket,,e6 distribute; conflictIs ilmost,C4tAinif the
Federal government Were.to engage in active comiernial`aistribution of

, such information. On the other'hand, information ofibigh value to society
as a whole--,driaster informationand medical:data, for example-- is. unlikely'
to be controversial., ' -

.. . e

0

THE SERVICES.

/,

Among the most sensitive contexts e hose xilled "User, Specificity ",
"Amount of Value Added", and""Form of inability". Eaah of them relates ',,

to servicesthat go beyond simply making information-available. If

thoie services include tailoring tHe data to'the needs of specific users,'
doing additonal processing, or providinOsophig'ticated means for access,
then the likelihood of f-confltct increases.. k. . ,

THE EFFECTS. .
.

...` ri

Among the most serious causes of chnfIlet are those which involve dire&
effects upon private sector activities.: In-itrticuliz!, if there are existing
private sector services with which governmental services dire tly compete,

manylikelihood of conflict is high. And in ma casfts,4he vernmental
service may even itself use informationtaken,from,yriviie sector sources;
the conflicts in that,event,are compounded. z-

s.Is

THE PRINCIPLES & REOGAMENDATIONS.

The'Task Force fniAnd it valuable to establish "principles" to. serve as the
basic. ground rules that should govern Federal pvernment,information activities
and provide the basis fob resolution of confli-ctil Task Force conCludgd
with agreement on recommendations for means of i'mRleMentation'of those
principles. These` principles and related recommendations will-be Summarized
here, with emphasis on their relationship to the-bafffc-areas-0-thhflidt.-

:In subsequent sections, of the Report, they wiWbe separately discussed, -with
emphasis, on the debate concerning them,, with the aim of highrighiing the
-issues of controversy. -

GOVERNMENTAL LEADERSHIP. .

'1.

In his book, "The Public Use of Private Interegt",, Charles SChultze
. %

4

4'
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makes the case that many current social problems are so complex-that no one,

not even the Federal goyernment, can "manage" them,. He- suggests instead

th hat-savernment-shpu-ld-provide sincp.,It-ives-so_thatillsol.ve
them. For the most part, the Task Force subscr4es to this view and does

not feathat-a - "national information policy" is the answer, if that is s

interTreted as implying management.by government. Instead, the, TaskForce

sees to Federal goverfiment in a position of leadership; establishing policies

that will manage ita`.own activities in a coherent manner and that will

encourage privafrenterprise In the development of information as a national

resource.

This view is embodied in Principle 1:

Principle 1. _ple,Federat governmentphotild take a leadgisiiip role

increating a framework that would facilitate the
development and foster the'use of information products

and services.

The recommendations related to this principle specify severa areas in

which government can provide leadership: enhancing the competitive forces

of the market place; affirming the application of the First Altndmene; ,

provid&ng legislative consistency; using efficient technologies; supporting

,education, research, and data collection in this field.
,

Recommendation #1. PidVide an,enviroume)it that will .

en 'hance the competitive forces of the private sector,

so that the Market.mechanismscan be'.effective in

allocating resources in the use of tpformation and in

directing innpvtion into market determined areas.

Recommendation #2. Affirm the applicability of the
Firge4mendment to informatpn-products and services.

Recommendation #3'. Encourage Co gress t6 be consistent in

the language used and in th application othprinciples relating

to information products and services, such as those-identifieid

in this Report, when itformulates legislation ant when it

exercises its oversight'rolem

Recommendation #4. Encourage government agencies to

utilize the most efficient (information) technologies.

Recommendation-f5. Encourage the setang and_use_of voluntary

standards that will not inhibit the further developpent of

innovative, information products and'- services.

Recommendation #6. Encourage and support educational

programs .that provide the profesSional skills needed to

further the development and useof information as an economic

and social.resoutce. 1 ,

41-
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Recommendation #7. Encourage and support both basic and
applied research in library and information science.

Recommendation #8. Encourage /and support statistical
glic prOgrams and related research to provide the Vita needed

to deal withinfirmation policy issues.

ENCOURAGING PRIVATE SECTOR INVESTMENT.

The private sector, including both privateenterprise,and not-for-profit
organizations, provides the means Ior distribution' of information in the open
marketp/ace, in which the criteria of value are economic rather than political.
The Task Force,considers the encouragement of the priVate sector to invest in
information resources,'products, and service to be the best means for obtaining
innovation and.diversity'in the wide dissemination of information of all kinds.
That view is embodied in Principle 2:

thnciple 2. The Federal government should establish and enforce
a Paicies and. procedures that encourage, and do not-
,discourage, investment by the private sector in the
development and use of informatibn products and servick.,

<-

Six recommendations are presentedas meanafot implementing this_
principle. They relate to encourageient of new developments, reducing
uncertainties, and reducing risks. %

0 .

O

'

Recommendation #13. fderitify and eliminate legal and
regulatory barriers to the introduction of ne0 information

., products and services. _-

Reco mmendation.#14. Encourage private enterprise to
"addvaluer to gi,yernmeni information (i.e., to repackage

provide 'further processing sermice41 and otherwise%
enhance the information so that it can be sold at a profit).

4' RecommendatiOn #15. Provide - incentives to existing
1 organizations, such as libraries and bookstores, that will

entourage them to expand their. activities in disseminatiOn
of governmentallyalatributable'information.

/.

1-ecommenda #16. Establish procedures which will create
a realistic opportunity far private sector involvement ini
the-plitnning-process-for g gvernment-information-attivities4

Recommendation #17. Inmolve the private sectortin the
process of formulating standards relating to Federal
information'activities:

-
AC

Recommendation #18. Create or improve mechanisms for
eneurnrifiirthe'actions'of government agencies, in

. -

developing information resbnrcet, products, and,,

-4 -'
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services, are consistent witlithe policies, goals, and

long range plans that are announced. ".

A V A I L A B I L I T YAVAILABILITY 'OF INFORMATION.

\

A part of /its view that information in general is an important resource,

the T k Force considers that'information distributable bythe government

shoul be openly-and readily available, as expressedin Principle 5.- The

prices and. means for gaining access to that information should be such that

the private sector will be encouraged cio create new products; services, And

markets, as

Pfinciile 5. .The Federal government should make govdrnmentally
distributable inforatioD -openly available in
readily repfdducible form, without any constraints

on subsequent use.

Principle 6. 'The Federal government should set pricipepolicies for
distributing information produCts or sgryices that

reflect the true cost of access and/or reproduction,
any specific prices to be subject to review by an

independent authority.
1114

,Principle 7.- The Federal government should actively use 'existing

'mechanisms, sua*as the libraries of 'the country; As

primary channels for, making governmentally -distributable.

information available to the public.

The associated recommendations are steps that the goiternment can take that '

will aid in ideptifying and taning,access to information of interest:

Reeo.... - tion #10. Encouifge Federal agencies to' regard

tssemination of information, especially thrOugh the
meAanisms Of the private -sector (both for profit\and
not.for profit), as a hfgh priority responsibility.

Recomii-ndatIon #11. Identify and evaluate alternatives\

to existing Federal information dissemination mechanisms.

°\''

TAcommendation #12. Deyeiop and suppoft the, use of

libraries as active means for access'to governmental

inforiation by the public. .

Rommendation
o

ommendation #24. Announce the availability of governmentally_

e distributable information and maintain one or more registers

to help the public determine what governmentally distributable.

. information is availdlje. ,

.. 4 Recommendation #25. Deposit governmentally distributable
information, *in whateVer form it may be available, at

national and regional centers, including regional depositpry

9
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libraries, where it may be examined at'np charie

Recommendation #26. Do not assert any Federal.govesnment
copyrights on information the Federal government makes
domesiically available.

.

r.
a.

Recommendation-#27. Use the nation's libraries:and,.
N.

Abn-governmental informatioh centers'as means for distributi9n
. of governmentally distributable information instead of-`

* cieating 'new governmental units or'expanding.existing ones.
. ,

GOVERNMENT IN THE MARKETPLACE.' 4'.

The means by which governmentaltdistributable information should, be,
de available, beyorgesimply being announced and deposited at identified
places where it can be,examined,'were matters,of extensive debate. Should
the goirernment take active steps to actively encourage use of government
information ? Or should it dependupon the private sector td do so ? Ithe
resolution of those questions led E9 Principle 3:' -

Principle 3. The Federal pvernment should not provide, information
products and services An commerce except when there are
compelling reasons to do so, and then mix when it
protects the'private sector's every opportunity to
assume the function(s) commerdfally.

The related recommendatiods are to be considered as integral parts of
this principle, since they embody the procedures for detefmining that thete
indeed are "compelling reasons" tor the government aprovide services in.
commerce:

1,

RecOmmeiidation #19. Announce intentions sufficiently ahead . .-

of timeto provide an opportunity forprivate sector involvement
when a government agency, for reasons itregards as compelling,
should plan to develop and/or to markean informatton-produce
or service. ,. %, ,, s:. ,

Recommendation #20. Review and approve,'before implementation;
any plans for the,government to develop and/or marke4.an
information' product br service, the review.to be cariled out
by an agency appropriate to the Jmnantli of government,(such
as OMB, GAO; CBO).

_

0 ,

,

Recommends ion 121. Inc1uffe an "infocmation impact and cost.
analysis" as part of the process' of review, evaluation, and,

approval+of any plans for,the government to,devefoi7and/ot-
to market an information product, or sOrvice,7ihe analysis,_
to cover economic and social effects; effects on existing
products and services, effects on potential private sector
products and services; and benefits to the pubs c.

vbs.-

to
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Recommendation #22. Review periodically to evaluate the

"desirability of continuation of any information product
or,service as a goyernmental'activity.

. _ -arr,

Recommendation #23. Do not arbitrarily restrict theFederal
government from enhancement of information products and
services, even if solely to meet the needs of constituencies

outside, the government itself.

Recommendation #9. ,Conduct a periodic economic assessment
of the impact of Federal government information products
and services.

.. 4
GOVERNMENT USE OF PRIVATE SECTOR INFORMATION.

:;"
The Task Force considered a number of issues related to proprietary

rights, especially in the context of increasing use of private sector
information in government filet; and, obnversely, of government information
in private sector pro4ucts -.and services. The problem created by making,

private sector information openly available as part of government information

led the Task Force to endorse Principle 4:

Principle 4. The Federal government, when it uses, reproduces, or
distributes information available front the private

.
sector as part of an informatibn resource, product, or
-service, must assure that the property rights of the
private sector sources are adequately protected.

IMPLEMENT
,

-

The synoptic chart in Table 2 provides a,classificatiod,of the several

recommendations, in terms of, four contexts: 1) general issues, 2) essentially

governmental issues, 3) issues in the interaction between government and

,the private r and 4) essentially private sector issues. It provides

a useful framewor or identifying' the agencies that should take responsibility
5eet44f.

for implementation o the recommendations. Specifically:

1) generalissues clearly represent matters for which Congress

should be primarily responsible. The NCLIS can play an

important role, in identifying the issues and in recommending

to Congress what should be done about them. 1.

2) CoverdMint issues clearly represent matters for which Congress

must again take primary responsibility. Beyond that, however,
the OMB'and the various agencies of government should take the

iiperational responsibility. And again, NCLIS cad-play an ,

important role In identifying the issues and making recommendations.

Interactions require that.both.government agencies and private
sector organizationS=-information.indust y companies, libraries,
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TABLE 2

SYNOPTIC CHART, RECOMMENDATIONS
BY CATEGORY OF ISSUES

CATEGORIES OF

General

Principle

Primarily Interaction Primarily°
Government betwee: Gov't Private

and ivate

1

1

2 4.,

3

8,9
5

10,11,12
6,7

2

3

5

19,20,21,22
23

.

McIPMMIM

8

13

15

16,17,18

24

25

26

7 27

Total 5 12

12
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professional societies-,etc.assume active,'responsible roles..
he NCLIS can serve an important means for facilitating communication.

4 Private sector issues must be the responsibility of the private

sector organizations themselves. However, Congress may neeto
cdnsider legislation needed for encouragement and, where appropriate,
support of private sector activities. 1

It is. of more than passing. Interest to note that most of the
recommendations related to Principle 42, cone ned with encouraging (and not

discouraging) private sector investment, i t relate to the interaction

between government and, the private sector, e reasons become very clear
when those recommendations are seen as a grow They all call for the

active. involvement of the private sector id.7governmental planning. They

reflect a felt need that must be recognized itPthe interactions care to be
productive rather than destructive. Clearly the private sector wants to
be able to make its investment planS with the feeling that its needs will
be recognized, its views heard and considered, its role supported and not

undercut.

SUMMARY. o

The following summarizes the remaining sections of the Report:"

o Definitions. This section reviews key terms
with definitions bfothe way in which they wete used

. in Task Force discussiohs.'

°. .o Context. This section describes some of the historical
background that led,to the present concern and to the
recognition of,the issues as vitally important. It

then identifies the playersthe private sector, the
'-' nation's libraries, governmentand describes their

respective roles. It then reviews the specifiC areas
of conflict among the players, and it outlines the'
philosophical issues that seemed-to underlie, most of the
discussion and to be the basis for differences in views%
It concludes with a summary of the most current policy.
documents that have tried to deal with these conflicts.'

o Principes. This section presents principles identified
by the Task Force as significant in achieving national
goals with respect to interactions among the several
sectors in development of information as an economic ,

and social resource. Various aspects of each'

principle are discussed, and-specifics are presented
about possible means for implementing 4

o .Recommendations. This section presents recommendations
conderning specific-means, among thepoSsible ones, that

13
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the-Task-Force-feels-shouid-be-corisitred-for-implementing -
the principles and policies that the Task Force proposes
to guide the government with respect to its information
activities.

Appendices. These present material providing supporting
detail for the sybatantive sections of the Report.

3
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2. DEFINITIONS

In any area of controversy, the terms used in the discussion'b'ecome not
only means for expressing the ideas but the very focus'of the conflicts

themselves. It is thus necessary to develop specific definitions foethe terms
used, so as to assure common understanding and to:clarify the conflicts.
The definitions, as presented here, are not intended to be universally
accepted, but the principles and recommendations must be read with them
in mind.

In arriving at these definition8, the Task Force was faced with a great
variety of other definitions of terms used in a number of different pOliey

documents. These have been summarized in Appendix'2, for comparison with the

definitions used by the Task Force. I

Sectors
Information

o Resources, Products, & Services
o' Industry
o Functions

Government Information
In-Commerce
Open Availability

PUBLIC SECTOR. This term is taken to include government
and, more specifically, Federal government. AgenciA, like
pUblic libraries or public universities that are tax supported,
eventhough non-governmental in character,',, are included.

PRIVATE SECTOR. This term is taken to include private
'enterprise, for-profit and not.-for- profit, as well as
organizations such as professional societies and trade
associations, hybrids that are joint government/private
enterprise, and.organizations such as privately, supported
libraries and universities (even thotigh they may

subsidized-by public funds).

A key issue, here, was the ambiguous position of the third sector
organizations (universities, libraries, research institutes, professional

societies). In some 'situations, they are public sector institutions

15



Tgalic-libraries and public universities, for e?cample, are clearly
part of government, in the sense that they are governmentally funded and
operated), but in other contexts they function as part of _the private sector.
The basis for resolution of this ambiguity was never clarified, so the
third sector organizations--the 'not-for-profit institutions and comparable
activities of government--were usually treated as part of their respective
sectors rather than being identified'as a group separate from the other
two. The fact remains, though, that the the Task Force
was chosen to represent, three sectors, not two.

erefore, it is worthwhile identifying the three sector division that
implicitly; and,sometimes explicitly,'Is used in the discussions:

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE. Organizations in the private sector, in
business for the purpose of making a profit,.

NOT - FOR - PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS. Organizations, both public, and
private (such as universities, libraries, professional societies
and trade associations, non-profit.research institutes, etc.),

o that provide non- governmental services, but without the purpose
of making a profit from doing so.

GOVERNMENT. Federal, state, and local government, including
legislative, executive, judicial, and independent agencies
peforming the functions in governing the sdciety.

, INFORMATION.

, The term "information" was repeatedly usedin the Task Force discussions,
but it was impossible to arrive at an agreed upon definition. It appeared
and was generally.understood to. refer to the content or symbolic substance of
a communication, as separate from the physical form in which the communication/
occurred. But desgite the appearance of a general understanding of the term,/
it simply,eluded specific definition. /

The problem faced ry the Task Force is exemplified by the definition
of "information" given in the 9 June 1980 draft statement from the OMB,
concerning "Improved Management and Dissemination of, Federal Information:
Resuest for Comment". In it, "information" is defined as "...publications
and ether documents, such as reports, studies,-And brochures, which are
available in a paper/or microform media (sic)." That definition (in !r.J

identifying " information" with the media that convey it, and with d limited
set of such me4a at that) is irreconcilable with the usage in the Task Force.

Although "information" was not defined.by the(Tesk Force, the following
characteristics ,of it were recognized: ,,.

o Information isain intangible which can be made
available,in many media.
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o Information is,not consumed by use;* it-can be

resold or'given aistay with no diminution of its

comtent.

o The price of information, bears little relationship'
to the coots Of making copies available; the

"first'copy" cost is.likely to represent most of
those costs, With reproduction costs being
relatively minor.

o The value of information often.is determined more
/

by when it is available than by the costs for making
it available o1 even 'by what.the actual content

of it is.

o The value of information increaseslas the amount

of data involved and the degree of analysis
provided of those data. increases.

o .InforMation has valuein themarketplacei and is .

perceived as a capital resource, an investment, .

an essential tool !'or decision-making, and a

means for better management of tangible resources.

The term is therefore taken as a."primitive, to be interpreted as needed.
On the other hand, combinations of that word with other words--information'

resources, information products, information services, in- particular - -were

explicitly defined. '

RESOURCES, PRODUCTS, & SERVICES.

INFORMATION RESOURCE. A collection 'of information,
together with facilities for accessing and pcocessing
it, from which information products ans services.

de

TION . A discrete package of informaticin,

deve oped pri sp- fic needs for it (except perhaps

the rst), usually witl expectation ot,,,pltovidint$

itsto\a number of users without modification.

INFORMATION SERVICE. "'Means for storing, accessing,
processing, or delivering infotmAtion to meet the

needs of.specific.users at the time they request it.,

.

1

The titm,information
W

resodtce was take to include data bases, libraries,

and other organized_collections and file hat could be used for the production

of information products and services. A

4 , .. ,
. ,

The differences between an information product and an information

service Jere a matter of
'

extensive debate and, in fact, seemed to exemplify

v . .

.

o
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rather fundam ptal issues in the discussion. In particular, the "service"
represents.th primary emphasis-a data base service suppliers, with products,
.being only i cidental results; BY other kinds of information activities,
however, such as publishing, the services they provide are incidental to the
creation of products. The distinction became especially important in the
context of governmental data bases, because,of the extent of "information
service" implied by them. In any event, the, distinction is that a "product"
is the result of a decision made independent of the decisions of specific
users; a "service" impiles interaction between the user and the system
providing the service, including continuous or episodic review-of

'alternatives, expanding upon or making changes in the content or form of the
information, or in general adapting the information to the needs of the
specific user.

INDUSTRY.'

The information industry has been defined in a number a '1,aeys by various
persons. An impli* definition is given by the membership of the Inforbiation
Industry Association; explicit ones were given by Bell and Machlup. Most
recently, Marc,Porat used one encompassing banking, education, advertising, ,

brokerage, etc., as well as the more traditional information_industries,
such as publishing, and the newer information industries, suchas data base
services.

The Task Force limited the discussion to the following use of the term:

INFORMATION INDUSTRY. Those organizations providing
information products and service in the marketplace.

A
Thefe'was disagreement:over whether the information industry should be limited
te'private sector organizations,- thus excluding g6vernmental agencies such as
NTIS and the GPO. Those arguing that it should include government agencies
Sviti their contractprs saw the term as representing a kind of function; those
arguing against doing so, saw the term as representing the difference between
public and private sectors, "industry" being confined to the privatefector.

n this context, there-was also specific concern about the relationship
of private 'sector organizations serving as contractors to the goVernment in
providing information. services. For the purposes of the Task Force, such
organizations, at least in their role as contractors, were regarded as
synonymous with the governmentagency using them. The crucial point in
this respect is "who determines the policy ?" U the government has done
so, there is feaily little difference, from the standpoint of the issues of
concern in.the Task Force, between the government carrying it out and a
contractor to the gov'ernment doing so,

FUNCTIONS.'

In the discuspion, it became necessary to define a number of
terms relating to fuinctions involVed in information systems.
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/NFORMATIpNTCREATION-or-GENERATION---These-terms_were
used to chafacterize situations in which there were no
existing-sources from which the information can be directly

derived. For example, a scientific study would-represent:the4
generation of information, as would the collection of census

data (since it involves no existing source-except the
population itself).

o

INFORMATION COMPILATION.: This term is used to .characterize
situationsin which theinformation is derived from existing

sourceq. ;.

. .

y
INFORMATIOIN PRODUCTION. This term encompasses the
broad range of processing functions, which operate on
information that has,alteady been created or compiled,
adding value to it, clisnging its format; but not really

changing'its contentl.',;

INFORMATION ACCESS. Thts term encompasses the processes

by which a user obtains access to information; thec

may include on-line access, implying a set of functions,:' e

for selection, presentation, dnd Otherservices.

-IIFOgATION DISSEMINATION. This term encompasses the .

processes by which an organization providing information

actively distributes it to utters,' without the necessity
for the-users to seek access for each such distribution.

.

The difficulties in defining these,terms are exemplified in'the.

use of the, to "access". At the most restricted level, it could be , ..

,
taken as not i cluding distribution, selkction, or 'change of the data.

,At ithe neat le el, access might-consist o a,-distribution function; Such as
co7.

epositing Cop es at national or regional centers where they can be- viewed and /0

co ed. At a evel of easy accessibility, it might consist of storage in an

onlin data ase service, with full Capabilities for selection of data from it

-and for delivery of those data in the form needed 1' the user.

: t

GOVERNMENT INFORMATION.

4

^

. Most of the TaticFbrce deliberations focused on the availability of

"government Information", but the definition of that term fluctuated widely

during the discussion. At times, the term was taken very broadly,.including

all kinds of information generated by or collected by the goVetnment or by

its contractors: At other times, the terml ,-ias taken vety narrowlylimited

to the. efinition given,by the OMB, in which itis restrict -ed to'mean

"...for which the goveramentsis the primary,',user"; that usage contrasts

"government inrmation" with "public inforniation", the latter being
,interpreted as "...information to inform or educate the.public".

Mar concern was felt, however, with the term "government information",

even while it was being used, since it was clear that it failed to distinguish
-

e
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andmakeexli -tht variety of forms, purposes, sources, and utilizations
.made of'informa on that may, spear td be coveredbY. it. As a result,
'users interpret the term to mean what they want (or, in dope,cases, don't want) -'.:-

thterm to 'cover. To illustrate, any of all of the following types of
. . ,

o .infOrmatioa wei0 encompstsed'ting some. part of,the discussion:

. .
,

o Information contained_W-tbe records of.government
actions (e g., the'Feder41:.Register, the Congretsional -'

Record), vanished to infdtm the public as well as to
record the action. ;'', ,.'

. .
.

.
. e .

+ .

o Information contained in publications whose.aim is to ,.
.*

educate the public (e.g., many publications avallablt ,

from' the Government ,Printing Office).

o. w 4
Informatioderived from statistical pro ms of them
Federal government (e.g.,'-Census, BLS), developed to
assist the government in its proper _functioning.,

o Information collected from government sponsored research/
and development projects, whose purpose is technology*
transfer.

a

o Information compiled by,the governmelit, frequently from
private sources as'Well as governmental ones, with the"
iiurpose of providing support to particuar segments of
the public (e.g., IndeX Medtcus,.derived-from indexing
of literaturein the field of medicpe);

o Information compiled from a variety of sourcea4;ith'the
purpose of, supporting particular economic or4dcial

/ policies of the government.
.

u
.

...-

0 Information provided by the'7;government
.

with*the potentiali
.

pUrpose of influencing the political process (e.g., premf .

. releases).

d
The first problem, then,' with the term "government in"formation"..is that these
wlaiy varying usages are,gft brought together in one unresol vable mass.

..10.
1

t _ .. .,
. o

The second problem, exemplified by several of the above illustrations, is
the fact that the term " government information" fails to'differentiate among
the 'several sources from which the information'is derived: -.

. ),,
,

o Some information is the direct result of government
action, generated by the government'(d.g., legislation,

regulations, and,reports of government actions). *.

o SOme information is generated by the;government,,not
as a result of goverment action, but as a necessary

', component of me4ing functional needs (e.g., ataloging
0
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data produce by the Libtarkr otcongress).

o Some information is created by the government based on
data obtained from the public (e.g., much of the
,statistical data falls in this category)'.

o Some information is obtained for the government by
contractors (e.g.,, the reports from government
'sponsored research and development projects, ERIC
indexes artd abstracts).

Some information is derived byprocessing (Rita from

both public and private sources (e.g., indexes to
cguent-literature in specific subject fields). a

o Some information is taken essentially' verbatim from
private sources (e.g., data from private data base
services, retrieved and stored in government data

bases).

A third problem with the term "government information" is that it fails

to differentiate'the yarious forms in which information can be distributed.

This problem is exemplified by several definitions included,in Appendix 1:

While the form of distribution may not affect the information itself, it

does affect the uses that can economically be made of it. To Illustrate:

o Some information is distributed inprinted orlmicrofche

form, usually ailed "government documents" (e.g., reports

of government contractors and government agencies).

o Some information is distributed in the form of magnetic

tape (e.g., Census SuMmary Tapes, MARC Tapes).

o Some information iemade accessible'through on-line

data base services,operated by the government (e.g., MEDLINE,

the. Department of Energy data base service).

o Some information is made available. through private

-sector data base services (e.g,, ERIC data).

A fourth problem is the impAcaton in the term."g6ernment infoiination"
0

that there s ownership of the data. Aside from.the_auestion of thepropriety

of governmen ownership of Information, there is the conflict with private,

-property ri if private sector information hits been included 1 information,
.

The problem, arises because of the viewkthat government informatidn has been

paid for by tat-payer funds aril therefore, ought to, be made reaciii.", even

"freely"available; private sector information included in it might then

/lose its proprietary value. . ...... .,

Each of L these problems interacts with the, others, and while there is

.
.

some overlap among them, there are no easy ways of reducing them to a limited
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--muneber-of/sub-categories ofgovernment-InformatIon. -This -complicated the
task of coming to agreement on several principles, since different
Categories of 'government information will almost certainly require different
conditions.for availability.

The'issues related to the term "government information" were extensively \it
discussed, with concentration on the significance of "rights of ownership"
of the information., Thus, the government may have rights because it generates
the infOrmation, because they have been granted contractually, because the
information is in the public domain or within "fair use", because of the
-right of.memInent domain", because it "owns" the information. However,
the point is that "ownership", as such, does not appear to resolve the ,.

issues, since there are a nmberlbf questions that it begs: What are the
rights implied by ownership of data ? Do government rights in these respects
differ from'priVate rights ? I

Given-sll of ;46e problems with the term "government information",.
The-Task Force decided to focus on.a substitute that could be used in the
context of the issues and principles of concern:

GOVERNMENTALLY DISTRIBUTABLE 'INFORMATION'. Information
brought together for governmental purposes from information
in the public'domain or within the scope of "fair use",
or owned by the government itself, or that the government
has obtained rights to distribute,.or that lb distributable
under the Freedom,of Information Act,, subject only tofthe
statutory limitatione (such he national security, personal.
privacy, etc.).'

The phrase "brought together" ie interpreted as including generating,
compiling, processing, collecting, and analyzing. The phrase "...or that ,40.
distributable under the Freedom of Information Act..." was added because the,7,.
the Task force feels that the principle of that Act should be reinforced and
emphasized. .

IN COMMERCE.
I

The Task Farce discussions were focussed on situations in which the
government haS engaged "in commerce", at least with regard to governmentally
distributable information. Since it is,,relatively rare, in the United

States at least, for government to engage "in commerce", it is important
to define that term' aid to suggest why' it is an' important issue.

IN COMMERCE. Engaging in those practices consistent
with the active development, production, marketing
and distribution of a product or service for purposes'
of deriving income.from its sale. "7

Thecomplication when the government functions "in commerce" is tha4 4

whileit may engage in those practices,. it may or may not be doing so for
the purpose of deriving income. In particular, an agency may have identified
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compellitg-reisonei suchaa-a-failure-of-,-the-marketplace-to-serve-a-need,,
and having done so proceeds to deitelop, produce,6market, and di,..tribae an

4
information product or swriae to meet that need. The objective is to meet

the need, but the practices are those Of anyone engaged "in commerce".

This becomes an issue when the imperatives of the process lead 'the

agency along the sequence of stages,from identification of a need, through

dtvelopmenti to active marketing and distribution without examining the
economic_and_hocial.effecta of doing so. 'Thus,'having developed a product,

the government is led to begin c...ercial marketing of it (perhaps without

full consideration-of-the possib alternatives), to educate the users

1.n how to benefit from it, to identify needed impkovements that will meet

the needs better: Each of these stages occurs without the constraints
represented'by commercial viability, but with all of the effects of.a

commercial ?perAtion.

OPEN AVAILABILITY.

The Task Force found it necessary to distinguish between "open

availOility" and "free availability", since the latter term could be

interOkted as meaning "without cost":

OPEN AVAILABILITY. Making information available 'without

prior restrictions,(except those explicitly identified

in the Freedom of informatioh Act) and without:procedural

complications. -

'

p
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3. GENERAL CONTEXT

OVERVIEW.

Historical Background
Information,in the Economy & in Society

o- Information as a Tool and a Commodity
o Information as a Pecgonal & Societal Asset
o Information An International Commerce
o .Information Technology

The Players & their Roles
.

o Role of Private Enterprise
o Role of Libraries
o Role Of Government

.Interactions among the Sectors
o Role of Government
o Cooperation among the Sectort,-,!
o Go ernment "in commerce" 3 .'2g4

o Ava ability of Information
Current Policy Statements

oro Paperwork Reduction, Act of 1980'
o Circular A-76
o Joint Committee.on Printing
o Draft'ONB.Circular

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND.

In the yeare since the first Soviet space shot in 1957, study after study
hai been published concerned With Federal policy to improve information
services, inAially'in the realnk,orscientific and technical information, but
in recent years increasingly in the broadest scope of national informatibn

- needs. During 197//78 u9Te than 1500 measures related to information, were
introduted in'the House ind Senate; 74 became law. They were concerned
with subjects ranging from energy and clean water to food and-health to

foreign investments and ethics in government. This pattern continued into
19/9/80, when 87 public laws werepassed. containing provisions directly

. related to information. They covered information. issues involved in energy;

health, education, welfare, finance; justice, confidentiality and privacy,.) )

The resulttai been anincreasing interest throughout gOvernment in
the development of policy that would guide the Fe4eTal agencies in meeting
their respective- responsibilities tc the public with respect'tb dissemination

of information'. Within the two years since the Task Force beganits-work, the
number of policy reviews hasfdragistically increased it this area an related

ones. These historical reports *id recent policy documents Provide !he'

r.
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historical cont4xt for the work of the TaskForce. In particular,' the
folloWing points should,be noted:

o Part of the reason for present concerns that led to

,the establishment of the Task Force isthe fact that 3
whereas the original focus of Federal galley may have
-been in the area of scientific and technical information,
there is now a vastly larger frame ofrefeience.

o Throughout the sequence of prior reports and studies,
there were several continuing threads that relate to
the concern of this Teak Force. One of them is the
near unanimous call for "cooperation between public
and private sectors". ',This was a matter of debate
-within'the,Task Force, so it is important to recognize
that "cooperation" is not a self -'evident good.

A

o Another thread is the repeated call for "a national
information policy". This is a view which troubled
the Task Force, so it is important to recognize
this difference from the historical pattern.

o Some of the.most current history (as represented by
the events within the past two years or so) is
immediately relevant to the Tsk Force.

INFORMATION'IN THE ECONOMY1 IN SOCIETY.
so,

. There has been an increasing awareness of information as something of
economic value, as a commodity, as a tool for better management of tangible
resources, as'an sconomic-resource in and of itself.' This view of
economic importatite has been addecfto the historical recognition that
information is essential to a democratic society and to the well being of
.both the society as a whole and the individual personally.

INFORMATI ON AS A TOOL & A COMMODITY.

) An operational'use of information, of o bvious economic value, is A the
'Nloo.imanagement of large organizations. It would be impossible to run manyof

them in their present complexity without the use of information technology.
This'is especially true of financial institutions,cthe transportation

.

- inducry, the computer industry itself. Empha %izing these aspects of the
econemicvalue 43rinformation, some Task Force members-view information as

-s

a.support to productivity rather than an end'in itself. They feel that .

;$ confueioniarises from regarding it as other than simply a tool that allows
for better nanarme#t of the-tangible° resources represented by the other,

be

a, .

sectoraof the economy.

°

On the other hand, other members of the Task Forde
4
see "information" as

somettahg of-ecdnomic value in itself, rather than simply a means to an end.
In particular, and perhaps most important with respect to the issues with

1 a tr. 0
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which the Task Force is concerned, the fact is that information has value in

the marketplace. It therefore can lead entrepreneurs to the development of

products and services for sale. To them, an "information resource" is indeed
a capital resource, an investment:and the essential tool for production of

their products and services.

I ION AS A PERSONAL & SOCIETAL ASSET.

As from the economic value 'in use of information, of course, is the

social and personal value. The maintenance of a free press--taken broadly
o'include radio, television, and motion pictures as well as lkint--is vital.

The citizens need ready access to information about the society if our
democratic system is to continue to function. This role of information is

so important that itis explicitly recognized in the first Amendment to the

U.S. Constitution. And thejalues of.information in education, scientific
research, technology transfer, personal development, and recreation are all

selfevident.

The White House Conference on Libraries and Information Service passed,
resolutions that are especially.germane to those valuesr

...a National information Policy (should) be studied and implemented.

This should: (1) guarantee all citizens equal and full access to
publicly funded library and information services; and (2) ensure
government agencies at all levels work together to make available
all:new and existing library and information services to the maximum
extent possible; and (3) itoiect the privacy of all segments of our
society' including persdnal privacy, economic privacy, and national

security.

...all perdons should have free access, without charge or fee to the
individual, to information in public and publicly supported libraries...
a National Information PoliCy (should) insure (that right). "

INFORMATION IN INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE.

The international aspects of the information economy are becoming

Increasingly important. New means of communication, the growth of
multinational corporations, and the steady growth ifi'the trans border flow

of-information products and services--alr,have combined to-make information
importanein international'relations as well'a in the national economy.

In the international arena, considerable qbantities of information

products and gervices are being sold, exchanged,.and distributed. The U.S.

is the world leader in the exportation of such products and services as well

as of information technologies. The result has been an increase in national

"social and cultural consciousness.", comments about "cultural imperialism",
economically inspired interest by foreign governments to obtain a larger

_share of the burgeoning information market, and'the development of stron
national information policies by foreign governments.

NIT
o
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The U.S. has, on the other hand, maintained its traditional emphasis on
.marketplace competition, and has not provided direct government support to
the private sector' information economy. Nor does it have a national policy

. on the development of the information infrastructure in the U.S. The
result is that there is no formal channel for identifying the needs of the
.U.S. information industry viz a viz their foreign competition.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY.

New technologies and services offer the private'sector and the government
potentially more effective and less expensive' ways of performing existing
and mew information processing functions. Hbwever, at the present time, there
are a large number of areas-including many of those addressed by the
Task Force--where policies make technological distinctions that may impede
introduction and use by the,private sector of new information technologies
and the services based on them.' Other policies have the effect of moving the
government to favor certain information technologies and to avoid ()dirs.
Many of these kinds of policy distinctions between technologies ate4ging
recognized as inappropriate, because they act to help1entrench existing --

technologies at the same time they make'it more difficult to introduce new--
ones.

4 o

The application of new information technologies has also created conflicts)
between the various parts of the information industry where none'existed
before, and has exacerbated many existing policy conflicts. Newspapers,
telephone companies, television, online data base services--all until very

,recently saw themselves as distinct from one another, largely along the lines
of technolOgy. Now those tame companies are beginningto perceive that the
;service each has provided can be provided by other, newer technologies. As
a consequence, all of these industries are rapidly becoming competitors of
each other. --

Because some policies appear to be interfering with realization of the
fullbenefit of the choices of technologies and services, the Task Force feels.
that a-majoi.effort must be =dela make policies less sensitive to the '

underlying technical means of performing information functions. Iowever, the
Task Force feels that,the issues involved in such an examination are muck)

. broader than the specific charge to the Task Force or than the time available
Remitted the Task Force to identify and resolve.

.,
s, ,TRE PLAYERS Sr .THEIR ROLES. - . ., - ,.

, .- t

Vital information, generated -by the4governmea 'buf available only
through "freedom.of information" protedures,;:e'lettsvuseful.than N
if it were in ,a data base or published With OrvAif4e distribution.
But delivery mechanisms must be paid'for.T4ts the' fundamental issue is
In creating methods to providi the most economic and effective means for
delivery Of that information as we],l as balancing the market mechanisms with
the political ones as means for identifying what the public good is and'how
it should best be met. , , .
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The issue of who pays for thingsis crucial, far more so than what they

cost. Access to information is always a mix of costs,incurred by the creator
of the information, by the service providing accslp to it, and by the user in

getting the access (over and above what max be paid,go-the creator or the

service)., If the coats incurredby:.,the user can'be reduced, perhaps the price ,

charged by the creator*oirthe service can be increased.. The problem, though,

is that some'user costs-acenot convertible Tinto the payment of a price. .For

'example, the time that it takes for a user 'to go to a. service represents a 4&

real cost, but not one translatable:for most users into dollars that could be

spent for a service that reduces that time. One must consider carefully the

balance between public and private funding. ..

-. .

.

'-Let's look at some of the participants in this process and identify

possible'roles: . . .
. . ...

ROLE OF PRIVATE ENTERPRISE.

. The kinds of things that the private sector can do most effectively
are those which respond most directp and immediately to the needs of the

market place and thus to the consuier:

o. eting and active distribution
o Re-packaging to meet specific needs
o Providing.speed and flexibility of response
o keacting to new situations with minimal' delay
o Anticipatin and assessingpotential needs

t o Creating new information'products and services
Injecting private investment funds to meet the

opportunities for growth,
.

Through the interplay of private risk,-profit potehtial, and price, 'the

market economy allocates resources to the production of desired goods and

services. Demand is measured by the voliintaiy payment of a pric%for a
particular' good or service. Both producer and purchaser consent to the

transaction; no coercion is involved and both.parties benefit. If there

isAnsufficient demand fora prOduct.at the price which wiALl provide a profit,
the private entfepteneur,may`decide not to invest risk capktal unless a4d

until there is some change''in the, purchasers' willingness or ability.to pay

the price or- there is a .change in the leans of production that leads :Ito a

.redus.tiOn in costs. 0n the other hand, the entrepreneur may be willing-tb
sub-a-Oise delivew of Such a product in the expectation that demand will

increase over tine. In elthercase., the decision is made in terms of She,
individual decisions--by the entrepreneur and the purchasers. The result

is that the cumulative decisions Teed SO:the optimum allocation in.t resources.

to produce the products-and services that the purchapers want, not those that

a government agency determines that they need.

A specific example of'the pOtfitial role Of the private sector is provided

by online data.base services: Today it fs a successful area of business in

the U.S., in large part as a result of commerical development. The private

sector organizations...involved, in it encourage the Federal government to.
s t
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make government informatton more readily ava ble and equally available to
all potential users at an appropriate price eferably low, so as to
facilitate distribution to the general p . Some members of the Task
Force feel it is the responsibility of the private sector to distribute,
with the government serving as "wholesaler". In contrast, other members
of the Task Force feel that the government shou/d have a direct role to play
in the offering of such services to the public.

ROLE OF LIBRARIES.

The kinds of things that libraries can provide, because of their nature
and the history of their development, are the following:

o Assure the preservation of the recor
o Provide points of access to information resources, products,

and services .

o Prdvide the "safety valve" for information access for society,
especially so-that "ability to-pay" does not prevent persons,
from getting access to-information they need

o' Provide means for distribution, on a less active basis than
would be provided by the entrepreneur

o Provide the staff for general information service, in contrast
to the specialized information service provided by the
entrepreneuy

The rationale for this role of libraries is 'eldtively,simple. In
earlier days, the individual personally acquired informational and recreational

/materials if'and as needed. Eveutually the available material exceeded the
individual's collecting capability. So individuals banded together and
collected materials jdintly. Nowadays the quantity and costs of materials
exceed even the capability of the individual library, so libraries now band
together in jointly managed cooperative networks for access.

Libraries are-markets for inforiation products as well as processors
ot information and secondary disseminators and distributor& of information.
But in these functions they act as a service to the ultimateusers of,the
information, not as information users themselves; they derive economic
Support by providing such services, but not-from thp results of. those
services.

An important aspect of the libraryts philosophy of access, as far as
k
the public library at least is concerned, is the view that there should be
equity if not equality for all users. In particular, "ability to pay" should
not raise barriers which effectively and discriminatively'fieny access:\
to infcirmat.ion: In par,, this is a result of the historical process, but it
is ,alsea result of the nature of the library as'an institution. Its costs'are
not geneially borne by the individual user (even outside the context of the
"free" public library }. Thus,, support of the library nsually'must be based
on the eggrEgated benefits tdthe entire set of users of it. It is always

are inherently dificculf-totianslate into dollar terms, the difficulties are
difficultto determine aggregated e,benefits, but when part of the' benefits

.
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compounded. In the_case of the library, part of, the benefit is the assurance

that information will be preserved to that it will be available when needed

(the so-called "archival" role of the, library); part of the benefit is the
reduction in time and cost for access to the data when it is needed. Both

of those are almost iropossible to-translate into 'dollar terms for most users.
But the aggregated value, to sootety in general or to specific organizations,
is great and fully justifies the. support of the library. It is those

aggregated benefits that the library sees 'in its philosophy ofiguity in
_

access.

ROLE OF GOVERNMENT.

The kinds of things that government can provide are the following:

o Assure that needs are met that are regarded as important by
the society as a whole even though they may not be served b§

-- the entrepreneur
o Provide capital investmentiKih informatton resources thavare

beyond the capacity of private investment
o. Prpvide for availability of information in areas, exemplified

/. by the national census,' for whiOh it has specific responsibilities

o When appropriate, provide subsidies (as exemplified by
preferential,postal rates 'for special classes of material

or categories of users).
9

Some members ofthe Task Force feel that it. is a proper role of

government to provide the means of satisfying the needs of society when the

mechanismi of the market fail to do at, when there is'no private sector
service to a community that needs it, when the costs or quality of a service

are'not consistent with the ni'eds of society, whin the benefits to producer and

purchaser are at odds with the benefits 6 society, etc. The political process

becomes society's substitute for the marketplace process. Other members would

argue strongly against such a role:b.

If the government: is to take an active role, however, the alternative

'available would.neem to be:

1) Regulating the activities 'Of the private sector

2) Changing incentives so that.the.forcas of the'
marketplace kill fill the needs

.3) Providing subsidies'to'producers or 'consumers

4) Directly intervening in-the marketplace, providing
products and/or services in commerce as a government

activity..

Turning to the first and second alternatives, perhaps the most im 'portant

point is the recognition that the Federal government should see itselfin a
role of leadership. rather than of management, In partnership with the private

sectors rather than in control of them.- The vain thrust of the recommendations

that will be presented in this Report is therefore toward identifying those

policies-that would foster-that kind of interaction, with the Federal

C
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government creating a climate in which development would become yeality.

On the-surface, that may appear almost to be a truism, something that is
so integral to our'form of government and to national economic policies that
either it doesn't need to be said or at most needs- simply to be comtinually
re-affirmed-to assure that 'tremens central to our-national ethos. But the
facts are that the growth of information activities in our society poses almost
%vague problems in the relationships between' government and the private sector:
Whereas it has long been true that industry, and consumer service
functions in our econoty-have %leen carried out largely or entirely by the
private'sector (rather than the government), the'government has lonvhad a

tradition of generating, collecting, and disseminating information of all
kinds.

Turning to the third alternative', some members of the Task Force would
argue that government subsidies may always be necessary.to aisurg that the ,

results of valuable research are not left unpublished and unusedsimply because
the market is small and'the costs for distribution therefore prohibitive. The
value of research information is frequently seen only long after Mhlication.
Other members would strongly argue that-such subsidies are,neithert warranted
nor desirable: They would raise questions about why subsidies were neededrif
so, however, the problem is how those subsidies should be provided: to Ole
user ? through government agency services'? to the creators of the

.

io 0-information ? to the distributors

Turning to the fourth and finai,alternative,-the direct_entt of the- -/

government into commerce, providing information goods and servioes the fact '
is that much of government is involved in developing and dissemiOaping
information. It is difficult to find examples-Of governmental dctivities that
are not information processing, since they function largely on the basis
of collecting and distributing information. But beyond that, the government
has been a major source for a significant proportion of the information used

' in the private sector as well as in government itself. .

The involvement of the Federal government in providing direct,
operational information products-.and services has steadi y increased,
so that the government has become not only the source of a large Rropo'ition
of information used by society but the means for accetis to and distribution'
of that information. Ap,

Some measure of the magnitude of government. publication piogramd is given
by The.Library of'Congress 1978 Survey of Publications Policy which listed
the number 4, publications distributed by each agency. The results show. that,

4by any measure,this is .a major publishing activity, perhaps the largest in
the world. As a result, 4e_opportunitys for,cenflict between this activity 7
of government and comparable activitiee in the priVate sector are growing..

INTERACTIONS AMONG 'SECTORS.
.

.. '2.

. .
, e ,

Which brfhgs us to the specific issues involved in the interactions
among the0sevral sectors, as they were 'considered-in the deliberations of,'%!.uw

.
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the Tas Force. In eaCh case, we will briefly characterize the issue involved,

and di uss the differences in viewpoint expressed by the various members of

the T sk Force. Sometimes These differences were expressed overtly an

speci ically; sometimes they were evidenced by controversy over the definition.

-of terms, the wording of statements, the incluiion of examples; sometimes they

led to draft text identifying positions.

GOVERNMENT IN COMMERCE.

The most basid issue of controversy, of course, related to the role of

government. Is it to be an active agent in solution of problems and in meeting

perceived needs of groups in the population ? Or is it to be limited, serving

solely as the means-for establishing the framework within whjch other0sectors

of the society solve those problems and identify and meet the needs ?

NorMally, an issue of- controversy can be characterized as a mix of

'positions, rather than as a stack dichotomy. In those cases, the problem is

usually one of emphasis, of priorities, of the proper mix. But in the case

,of this issue, the division does appear to be dichotomous and probably

irreconcilable. It's not so much a matter of "capitalism vs. socialism", since

there seems to be none on the Task Force that would urge that the government

,,

,>.

should ",take over" any segment of the informatibn industry. It does seem to

be a matter of whether or not the government should provide-any services that,'

could be provided 'by the non-governmental sectors.' 1 ,
,

.
.

. t 0 ,

,

Those that-would argue for restricting,goirernment will.use terms like

"competition fiomothe government" and are concerned about how to control the

incursion of government into ever incr asing areas of activity. Those who

e\would argue' for allowing the government o be an active agent (in distribution 0'

of information) will use terms like "market failure" and are concerned about

how, o meet, needs that the forces of the marketplace appear tomiss. ,,

.

This ell seems to reffret the fact that publiC policy dealing with ;

information is bound to be heavily colored by,the political philosophies

'tin

\
grlying conservative vs. liberal approaches to the role of government.

.
COOPpAtION AMONG1HE SECTORS. , 4

2
. -,

. .
.t.

, 'sThese differences areeven refleited in a related issue: Should the

.
sectors,be regarded as cooperating in the process of distribution of

0 ,information ? SOme members of the Task Force see government and the private ,

.sebtor as cooperating 'Components, each meeting needs of society'in the way,

that it best does; others see them either as competitive or, at most, as

complementary without a pattern orsharing responsibility. Since many of the

previous studies, and reports have recommended "cooperation between the public

1 -'
and private sectors", it is especially important to note that this has become

4
arlisSue of:Controversy in the-Task Force, rather than an acceptedtruth.

. .

-.It is important tq identify the reasons for bridging the issue of,

cooperatioh into question, po that it doesn't appear to be a frivoloud
1 matter. ,Throughout the Task Force discussions, the releviiite pt the

.33
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~press model" was repeatedly' recognized, with the view that information
alken'broadly should be governed by the principles embodied in. the First
Amendment to the Constitution., In that frame of reference,,ithe "press"
and by'analogy "information ", more broadly taken, should never be under-the
control of government. Cooperation with government'arries with it
commitments to support and participate with the government, to some extent
yielding the independence pf action so vital to an effective free press.
It is for this reason that concern about "cooperation", desirable though
it may appear on the surface, walk expressed. '

GOVERNMENT "IN COMMERCE".

r

Perhaps the most crucial aspect'of both of the above listed points of S

controversy is the entry of government into the marketplace--"in commerce".
, /some membersof the Task Force see that as a threat tohrivate enterprise, to

the balance between government and the private sector, to'the controls on
government through the politicallilafess. If government agenCies function
as though they.swere commercial enterprises, with income on which to finance c

. their operat$ons, they become competitors of the private economy, to some '

degree independent of political controls but also witfiovt the controls
that limit private enterprise.

r

AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION.

The-question of whether there is a responsibilityto ensure the
.availability of information has been a point of controversy, in the Task Force.
Some members regard it as essential that availability not be limited by the
financial resources of the individual. .They would argue that there is a J

responsibility to ensure equity,'if not equality of access. Others regard
availability as purely an economic issue, with the need for information to be
determined byllthe marketplace. They would argue that it.wourd be a mistake
to attempt to satisfy the perceived needs of small groups - -Such as a single
person -- simply because they were not being met ;by the ava able soues; the
marketplace-should defermine-what infdrmation is provided.

In that context, the Task Force discussed the concept of a "subsistence
level" for infoithation, comparable to those for food and housing, with. the

. vie! that the individual citizen needs information fbr bOthpersonal life and
to fulfill responsibilities,as a'citizen. However, some members of the
Task Forge consider that the only issue in availability of information is
timeliness. They See-the need aiesimply to improve the speed of. delivery.
They regard the notion of "information subsistence- level" as leading to
subsidies which would ultimately be unwise and. unjustified. Othe'r means should
be found; eppecially ones that mould depend upon-private sector approaches.

CURRENT POLICY STATEMENTS.
0 .

.7 1iel
SeveTal efforts are currently undere'.way in the Federal government to-

provide the policy guidancenecessary to avoid or toresoIve those conflicts.
.. . . t

. P °'.';:y
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PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT OF 1980.

.1

The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 has assigned'major responstibilttf

Ed the 0MB to regulate the activities of Exec tive Branch agencies with

respect to information acquisition-and distrjbution. This is the mobtA

recent and most dramatic step. It must be'recognized though that the,

Paperwork Reduction Act deals primarily with information activities'within

the government itselfonot witb the relationship of them to the privaw

sector information products and servicess ,

CIRCULAR A-76.

The General'Accounting Officeiis conducting a study of Federal information..

activities, and the Office of Management and'Budget is revising' ire r*A-76

to clarify the circumstances under which the government should be i ed

in the business of information dissemination.. The principal guidanc of A-76\4

is clear: .

-" In a democratic free enterprise economic system, the

government should not compete with its citizens. The.

private enterprise system, characterized by individual

freedom and. initiative, is the.Primary Source of . .

p tE .", nattdnal economic strength. In recognition of this

,.
'principle, it has been and continues to be the leneral .-

..,,,
pWcyAof the government to rely on competitive private -s '

'4,-;eriterprise to suppfi the,products -mi. services it needs. "''
..

-,The prabiLm'Allowflointerpret 14h guidance in specific situations ,....'N

.
where'the ubjecti4e" of,r01y44,404Ahe-grivate sector appears to conflict °

with the need to.proyide.n404ed,servic0 to the public. Even more difficult

problems arise when the priv4feveiftOr'd4Veletis capabilities to provide

services initially provided hy'thelOvernment, ,Ii!rtvls.e...ursa., Furthermore, it '

ii'important to recognize that thejde ifloation of need for government _._.-

action is essentially a political prob epi 11q, an administrative one.' The

decision needs to,be made as k resulto9f- be, ftical process, not the

bureaucratic one.. Finally, it must be re kn hat the context for

Circular A -76 is'really:quite!-different f,ront a pf concern to the Task

Force. Circufar A-76 relites to the desyratifity of government- contracting

for services it needs, rather than toifs proyidiftyervicesto the public.

JOINT COMMITTEE ON PRINTING. d 0
.... ,

. \ .
. , ,

, 0: 4 .

The 1979 review of policy issuesby theeJain .Committee on Printing

idenified policy issues with respect to (i) admhtistraiion of policy,`,' .

(2) ederal government printing production and procurement, (3) ',impact

of new technology, (4) access to and distrIbutixt of governmenihinformatione

(5) the depository library program, and (6) the pricing'of government .

information..,SixtopicS were analyzed in dipth: 4

, - -
0
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1. How much centralization of the Federal government printing
and publishing ptogram is possible or desirable ?

. 2., How accessible'bhould government information be ? Who should
pay for it: the source, the publisher, the user ? Shouldit
be available in any format ? What should be the roles and ,

, , relationship between-public and private disdeminators ?

3. What is, the impact of new technology on government's printing
and disseminatiol system ? On organizational structures ? On'
labor,?

4. What is the role of. the depository libriryiprogram ? It there
a benefit to competing suppliers of government infprmation ?
What fiscal Support should the Federal government lend to
programs providing publicAccesq'to its information.?

5. Who should establish and administer policy in.the generation,
production,,and dissemination of government information ?
Are enforcement tools necessary ?

6. How much should government information cost the citizen.?
Should any users by subsidized ? Is government information
an economic good and/ora social good ? :What is the role of .

'the marketplace ?
:

DRAFT 0MB CIRCULAR.'"
t

In the draft 0MB circular, the following,principlis were suggested:

`" a. Public, information held aye the Federal, government shall be made
available to the publiCfn an effecti've, efficientspd economic manner.

," b. All other informationshall be subject to release to the public
unlets exempted by the Freedom of Information Act, other law,00r potentially, .

subject to claims of privilege in litigation. However, even information
which is exemptable may be released.unless prohibited by law, executive order

.or regulation.
.

" c. Information is not a free good; however, to member of the
public should be denied access to public information held,by the government
'solely because of economic status. In particular, the Federal govegrnment
.shall,rely'upon the depository library system to peroltide free.citizen access
tar public information.

" d. Information available through a mechanism other than the
depository library system shall, unless required by law or program objctives,
be made avail'able at a price which recovers all costs to the government

..associated with the dissemination'of such information.ts-Information released
. in accordance with the Freedom of Information or Privacy Act shall be made

available at such fees as required by the appmaRriate law.` Fees for'.

36 40



information*thall be waived or reduted when-in the public interes(and

Lpermitted by law.
Jib

" e; The Federal government shall, in accordance with OMB circular

A -76 and where,not inconsistent with law, place maximum feasible reliance

upon the private sector toAdisseminate public information.

" f. Thehead of each executive.

consistdnt with existing laws, has primary

what, information will be made available to

used in making it available, and the price

department and establishment,
responsibility fot determining
the public, the methods to be

to be charged. "

M,

I,
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that none of them shbuld be taken in isolation from the others .1 Second, in
.

many situations, acme of the prinCiples.may conflict with each Other.or with

tprinciples outside the scope of these deliberations. There Is noway in which

/
such conflicts can be resolved in the statement of principles; they can only

be resolved in the specific situations in which they occur.

/
In the following presentation of principles, reference will be made to

/the "Draft Repbrt" and the preliminary text of them as given in it. This is

,for the purpose of highlighting the discussion of issues of controversy and,

V differences of view within the Task Force. We feel that the bare boned

/ statement of each principle couldn't begin to convey theereasons that it is

/ regarded ,as important. It could give-the appearance-of triviality or of the

statement of a truism, belying the depth of the issues actuallx involved. By

presenting the flavor of the dismission leading to the statement, we hope

that some sense can be gained of the, points at issue that had to be resolved.

I '

4. PRINCIPLES

S

4

We turn now to the Principles that have been identified y the Task Force

as the basis for determiningpolicy decisions related to Fede al government-
\

activities with respect to the distribution of information. In each case,
. -

we

will define the principle and then discuss problems or critical issues

rebated to it., Then we will summarize means fof implementation, including the

related recommendations that will be discussed in detail in the following

section'of this'Reportl

There, are two points to be made of general importance. First, the

Taski Force-considers that these principles should be viewed asia whole and -

OVERVIEW.

Governmental Leadership
Encouragement of Investment '1

I
Governmental. Information Services
GOvernment.Use of Private Sector Information
Availability of avernment Information

Pr of Government Information

L rari

GOVERNMENTAL LEADERSHIP.

.,, In a formal vote, with one abstention the following principle,waa-

UNANIMOUSLY accepted by Taik ForCe members present:

Principle 1. The Federal government shbild take a leadership role.in

Creating a fiamework Alich would facilitate the.development

and ,foster the Use'of infor,atioltproducts and services.

/
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DISCUSSION.
o

:

f

,,

. n-

The Federal government has the opportunity to Play a significant-role
by leadership of the country in fostering the use of information as a
economic and social resource. The reasons for calling on the goVernment
to play this role are-many. The overall growth of information as a component
in the economy, both in the United States and abroad, has made it a dominant, .

factor in national progress. Further development of it is essential,
Itespecially in view of the mounting competition from other cduntriesi '

funhtioning with direct governmental involvement. ,..

e".

The wording Of Principle 1 in
4i.
the Draft Report was as follows:

The Ftderal government should take a leadership role in
the development of information as a national resource
for economic td social advancement.

That wording was discussed in detail: ,

1.`

17,

o Replace "should" by "must" ?
o Replace "Automation" by " information products and Services!' ?
o Replace "development" by' "encouragement of de4eloiment" ?. .

The debate then centered on the text as finally vote& upon. The following
-
brings out Issues that members of the Task Fotce rereclas important: .

o . Some members wanted'the phrase "national resources
to be included as descriptive of information,.

o Concern wait expressed about how the role of
government could be confined, with the view that
"creating the framework" was already giving it too

X much flexibility. 'The aim is to create a climate
that will encourage development, but dot manage it.

o .The alternate phrase "essentialinformation'products And
.

services" was extensively debated, with emphasis on
the extent to which the Federal government role' was
restricted or expanded by that wordiagine view was
that the government-should be limited to encouragement
Only when there were essential national Ikeda involved;
the oppoSing view was that the responsibility for

,

-defining what was essential would by its nature expand-
the role of government. The former view was . .1
based upon concern about what the form of encouragement -n

would le,-the.effects upon propfietary rights, aackAtoul
.

concern about how the'role of government couldbe t
constrained. The latterl9Wiew, on'the other handOde
based on the principle that the primary role of
governmentsis to establish the framework, independent
of,what may or may not be essential; while the political
'process may identify some things as "essential", that's
independent of establishing the framework.

40
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o' All Of that discussion was within the context of the'

view that the, government's role should belimited,'not,,

expanded by this principle. Howevei, some members of 1

'the TaskFortrdxRresaed the View that the govarnment,-.

shoa'arnqt atbitratily be 'limited, that it has a ..-

respd%sibility t$ dete ine what is essential to the

.nationkl inte'restp. . -

. ,

It must be-stressed thet.we.lme-talk* about leadership, not

'management.. We regard this as a realistic. and impOrtant distinction. Tile

aims .as they are interpreted by the Task Force will'nbt be achieyed by Federal

government setting a "national information policy", with the view that by

doing so it would manage the entire information enterprise Of the country.

Rather, the goals Can be achieved if the government setssolfcies that,

Will guide Federal agencies in theif information activities, andmakei .,

those. policies coherent', so that a context is established within which

non-governmental sectors can function. 'The'view that the government

can "manage" the national information system is regarded by the TaskForce '

,0 ,

as both irrational and counter to the entire political philosophy of the
,,

.

country. But it,is;both rational and feasible for the government to manage

°its own'activities in suA a way as to foster the growth of information as

a national resource.
.. .
. e

.
.

This view of goveihglment leadership with respect to development of

informattO as an economic and social resource is consistent'with an
r...-

emerging concept of "industrial policy ", in which existing activities are

being examined fof theft relationships to long range goals and plans for

improved industrial productivity* The, i4ormation economy. is both' an .

integral-part of the industrial environment and an essential tool in the

'imp'rovement of productivity. This has been recognized by the OMB, by fhe

Office OfTelec:Ommunications.:(now NTIA), andby other.government agencies,

but it needs to be made.explicit in the form of coherent.policies to guide

Federal agencies.
, ,

IMPLEMENTATION.

qt.

Among the most importittt steps in fulfilling thisleadership tole are

those that will serve to encourage:the private sector to innovate and

.compete. Charles L. Schultze, in his book The Public"Uae of Private Interest.,

pointed out,."...the*giowing industrialization, urbanization, and interdep-

endence of .society. generate an array of t.roblems'that cannot be handled

by the purely voludtary buy -and-sell mechanism of,private markets." He'refets

specifically to,the "high cost of information"--to the consumer as well' V.

as to the decision-maker. It is important'to note that Schultze regards the'

mechanism of the°marketplace as the beat means for dealing wtth 'problems that

are so large and complex that no one,'including the Federal goveriment, can

"manage", them. lt is for that reason that chultze is suggesting that ':

instead of calling on.fhe Federal gOvernment-to step in and provide the

services required in such cases, society should maketuse of mechanisms

that would provide incentives for the private sector to do so.
4
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Among.the recommendations in thenex t section of this Report, the first
twelve_ are specific to this principle. They include an affirmation of the
First Amendment-applicabilitxto information products and services in general,
encouragement of the use of efficient technologies, support to educational
and research programs, an urging'that there be periodic reviews of,government
-infOrmation'activities, exploration of alternative means for dissemination
of government information, especially through libraries and other private
Sector organizations, and an even handed consistency in the application of

- principles.

ENCOURAGEMENT OF INVESTMENT.

In a formal vote, the following principle was UNANIMOUSLY accepted by '

the Task Force memfigre present:

Principle 2. The Federal government shOuld establish and enforce
policies and procedures that encourage, and do not
discourage, investment by the private sector in the
development and use of information products and services.'

° DISCUSSION.

The role of the private sector is to provide the means for distribution
,of 'information in the 'context of the open marketplace, in which the criteria
forrvalue of any given service or product are economic forces rather than`
political ones. This implies private investment, frequently of risk capital,
with 'profit as the means of rewarding the individual entrepreneur. Examples
have .been presented in Appendix 3,of,this Report of cases'in which Federal .
government activity or threat of activity appears to have discouraged risk
capital investment.

,

The wording of thatiprinciple in the Draft Report was as follows:

The private sector should be encouraged and not
discouraged from capital investment in information
products and services.

Again, as with Principle 1, the wording was discussed in detail:

Why include "not discouraged" ?
.ee'The private sectors..." ?

o What does "encourage" mean ?

the possibility that this principle'might be interpreted as suggesting
subsidies, either hidden or explicit, was discussed. The view was expressed
that the effects of subsidies- could not be predicted; some sectors of.the .

economy>are encauragedlw subsidies, some may be discouraged.

In the debate, concern was expressed about how the term "priyate sector"
would be interpreted., In particular, would it-be clear that investment shoitrd
.b' encouraged in both the for-prdfit andiothe not-for-profit components'? While.

r
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it was pointed out that the definition of "privatesectoe was explicit in

including/both components,. still it was.felt that such should be reinforced

in the context of this principle."
D

IMP NTATION.'

The Task Force identified.a number of possible means to implement this'

principle: providing government information to private sectot companies, Using*,

contracts to foster capabilities, providing, -,tax incentives, chaiiiing regulatory

. structures, etc.', For some of them, there were differences of opinion within

the Task Force Concerning their leiricacy or the problems they might pose. In

particular, Making governmental- formation readily available might he in

conflict with the need to protect parallel private information services that

may be used by the government-or with which a jovernmental'information

resource might effectively cotpeee. ,teing "tax incentives" `taises problems

of conflict with revenue needs.. .Theouse of contracts potentially could be a

sdis-incenbiveto risk capital investment, since it would change the nature of

the risks involved; the use of contracts doesn't reallT change the basis for

decisions. There was no clear deaCription given during the Task Force

deliberations of the barriers in the present legal and regulatory structures

. to the encouragement-oC investment., althoughthere\was a generally evident

feelingthat there were serious barrier's to investment. In general, though,

there was agreement with tbe. principle and with the view that these kinds of"

activities should be identffted and brought together as_illustrations of the-

Means for impletentation of the principle.

'Some members of iheiTask-Force feel it is important to recognize that

-there hirie'been times when entrepreneurial investmentihas failed to meet

Or-even to recognize the needs. The user obtained needed' information bedatise-

'the Federal goeTtlient initiated a-service. 'Those members feel that "the

public should be encouraged and not discouraged by the effects of capital

.'investment in information products and serves ". They feel that the Federal

igovefnment should not be prevented,from development and innovation just in

case an-entrepreneur might someday want to-take the.riska of investment-

in an area IA which the government would,have_eatablished that a need

ekistecl.

The.final.restilt of the discussion of trans for implementation is a

set'of six recomendations,presented in detail in the next section of the

''Report, specific to tbii principle.

. VP

GOVERNMEN*L INFORMATION SERVICES.
- .

.

In a formal-vote, with one abstention the following principle was

tpANIMOUSLY approved: - .

IS It
Principle 3. The Federal goveinment should not provide information

products and services in commerte except when there are

scompellingreasons to do so, and\then only. when it

protects the private.sectorieevey opportunityto

assume the function(s) commercially.
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DISCINION.
II

The role of the Federal government is to meet the needs identified by
the political process, but to dopso in such a 'way as to achieve an optimum
balance between.public sector and private'sector activities. This implies
that the government should not arbitrarily be excluded from providing
services that the political process identifies as needed, but on the other
hand, it should not engage, in such acti "vities unless there has been a

Is

clearly. defined reason for doing so.

In the Draft Report, Principle'3 was worded as follows:

The government should not'provide information
products or services, in commerce, unleSs.thefe
arecompelling reasons for it to do so.

This wording was ,discussed in detail:

o Replace "compelling" by "explicit -and publically debated" ?
o Replacecompelling reasons" by "enactment of specific

legislation" ?

In the debate'of wording, concern was expressed about the definition
of theGphrase "in commerce". Does it mean Isale", "extensive marketing", or
merely "dissemination" by whatever means, including "giving it away" ? It Vas
pointed out that the,issue is what controls the government. If the material is
given away, ihe control lies in the political.process that authorizes the
funding of that service. If the government sells the service.or product, it is
then functioning (to some extent anyway) outside`the controls of the political
process,-but withOut the constraints built into the Market process.,

;

',The Task Force was dividedon the suitability of governmental
enhancement,of.an information product or service, with so-e members feeling .

'that such enhancement wouldebe appropriate if there is a rly identified
public or Social-need, d specific constituency that neede be served .

(sial-ae-the-handicapped or the disadvantaged), or if it were warranted by
efficiency of operation: They felt the4overnolent should not, be for
refrain from enhalsement as a doctrinaire policy,,but,rather should' encourage,
'support, and as ndessary proyide enhancement.

The primary issue of discussion was, the extent to whiCh the TasiForce
should attempt to establishithe "compelling reasons". is it the responsibriity
of the Task Force to define when the government should intervene in the
information prOducts and services arena ? The view was expressed that there
is no way in which the Task Force can specify to Congress what is or is not
appropriate for governmental responsibility.

'

A

In this respect, it is important to understand the reasons for choice,
of the phrase "compelling reasons". It wasused precisely because the Task
Force was unable to agree on ghat would be universally applicable rules for

4111.1100m.
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deciding when the Federal government should or should not engage in an

activity. Terms like, "in the public interest" or "when there is'a public

need" or "in the national interest" all convey the implication that there

are identifiable,., though undefined needs. "Marketlailure". implies something

even more not only is there's. need, but in same way the market process has

failed to meet it. While tgese may indeed be true, the problem is/that they

were not well enough defined to peThiit ;he Task Force to identify conditions

under whith they_would.appIy. 5.

,

The point though redIlY`is that the choice of terms is not the material

issue. It is the procese'by which the decision. is made. The term "compelling

reasons."' was used'precisely because-it so clearly begs the question without

Setting out some implied basis for the deeision. Qit the least, the ten:SI:aids

. it clear that the answer will always'be found in a Process, not in a catch

phrase.

IMPLEMENTATION,

This is all to emphasize thtat the process for determining whether there-

are "compelling 'reasons" is central to this recommendatiomiThatprocess has
teen embodied in the several recommendationi related to this principle
(i.e., announcement-,--review and approval, impatt analysis, and periodic

review), so it should not be considered as separate from them.

The Task Force believeS that the problem of "policy obsolescence" should

be emphasized.' The need for periodic review'is.varticularly great where

detailed policies about the handling pf°40formation have departed from sound

general principles, even though they may have been formulated in response to

what appeared to be compelling needs. ,1

Technological realities will continue tq,change, the information

marketpla6ewi 1 continue to develop, and our understanding of the problems

will continue o ture. Therefore our policies must also continue to develgp

or they wills e to serve us well. This can, only be achieved if the reasons

for policies are reeximinedfrepently as,ime passes or as circumstances

change.
. I

GOVERNMENT USE OF PRIVATE SECTOR INFORMATION.

In a formal vote, the Task Force UNANIMOUSLY approved the following

principle:

Principle 4.

Ste

ThesFederal gov;rnment, 'when it uses, rdpioduces, or

4/11D

distributes inf rmation available from the private'
sector as part- f an information resource, product,

or service, must assure thathe property rights

of the privat sector tourcs are adequately- protected.

VDISCUSSION.

.Throughout the Task Force discussions, the issues in government use
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of information'taken from the pilvate sector and government duplication of
information already available fromi the private sector arose repeatedly.
Two distinctly different problems were raised: the economic problem and
the professional one.

In an effort
were defined:
gathered, or dedtW
The problem is in
these situations,

The following was

.1 a

to resolve economic issues, three categories of information
that generated or synthesized by the government, 2) that
d by the goVernmenti and 3) that bought by the government.
determining the nature of the rights involved in each of
.especially when private sector information is included. ,

unanimously adopted as a statement of position:

ar

The acquisition of information by the government does
not necessarily carry with it government control over
all rights to access, duplication, or dissemination-of.
tilt information. Some rights,-not all of which have
yet been,defined in'iaw, are retained by the original
owner.

If rights are transferred to the government when it
acquires inforiaiion from a non-governmental organization,
they should be(precisely defined in the contract or purchase'
agreements.

Government should recognize that its proprietary rights
to the information it has,, acquired are not unlimited.

...

.

Government shoOld not take action with respect to
information it has acquired,%y'whatever means, that impinges
'on the retained proprietary rights of the original owner.

:u .4.

Turning then to establishing a statement of principle, the Task Force
considered the following statement, as included in the Draft Report:

When,governmentilagenoies utilize car duplicate
information available 'from the private sector as
part oran information resource, product, or service
they should assure that the property rights of,tlie
private sector source are adequately protected. A

After discussion, it was unanimously accepted with the final wording lett to
the editorial committee.

A.
The term "property rights" was discussed with the view that, it should

noekbe interpretedas implying interference in the private sector. On the
other hand, it was pointed out that there are other private sector interests,
beyond property rights, that also must be protected. Itiwas emphasized
that this principle affirms the responsibility of gover4Ment to comply with
laws of copyright,,contracts, etc.
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It is important tb note that this principle fails to address the second

set of issues--those related to professiorial concerns and Federal control of

information. While the other principles do deal with the needs to assure open I

access to governmentally distributable information without undue gOvernment

control,.none of them deals with the impact of government information

services upon scientific and technical decisions.
/

IMPLEMENTATION.' t'

5.*.

I

Impor- tant though this principle obviously is, the Task Force did not
(

identify specific steps for implementation of it. The Important issues relate 11-'

primarily to legalities of property rights and means for protecting them,
,

in contrast to policy questions. While the Task Force had the responsibility
and the qualifications to comment on policy questions, it did not feel that

it could do so on essentially legal questions.
. . J

.
o..

.4'
S.

AVAILABILITY OF GOVERNMENT INFORATION. .?\.,.
0.

t

A for mal vote was taken on Principle 5: 12 IN F1VOR, 1 OPPT .D:
,.,.. . :

Principle 5. The Federal government should make governmentally
distrfIltable infbrmatfon openly available in'

..
readily reproducible form, wichou any constraints .'''

on subsequent use. .

, .

constraintsThe vote in opposition was due to-the phrase "...without any constraints - ,

on subsequent use...", with the view that one could anticipate circumstanc
0

in which such constraints are necessary and desirable. ,.. . ti

DISCUSSION
4

.

Clearly there is a spectrum of availability, actual or potential, bf

information from the government:

1. Information normally not available, such as intra- agency

work in progress.

2. Information available under limited, controlled, and qualified access,

4 including national security and other classified information,
personal information (such aspersonnl dossiers, census data, etc.),

investigative and other law inforcekent information.

3. Information available on request and specifically information

covered by the Freedom of Information Act.

4. Information suitable for availability, including information
products or services Which are potentially useful, but not presently

delivered.

5. Information presently being made available through active
publication, distribution, or dissemination.

4
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The Freedom of Information Act that government information"(with
obviOus specific exceptionsnatiOnal security,and personal privacy, for

'example) should beopenly available. However, mere availability, especially
as involved in the Freedom of Information legislation -, would fail to meet the
need.for availability'of government information as the Task Force sees it.
Information should be readily as well aa4penly available, and usable for
a variety of purposes.

The folldWing principle was presented in the Draft Report, but discussion
of it was deferred until the definition of-"government informs:tion",had
been dlarified.

Government or public information should be made openly
available in a readily usable form at the incremental
cOst,Of access to it and repioduction of it. a

1/4,

There are some,obVious problems inherent in this principle that the Task
Force recognized. They relate to the operative to ms,) "available.,
"readily usable form ", and "incremental Bost ".

First, with respect to availability, there seems to bp little difficulty
in the principle when it is applied to forms such as print, microform, or
even magnetic tate form--forms that can be 4plivered as a product. But
availability "online" raises,signiYicant issues as a result of the aided ".,'

value provided by the selection and processing Services implied by online
operation. The question is whether the government should provide such
additional services, beyond providing the information itself, or should, leave
such added value servicesito the private sector.

Second, the issue of form'of availability is complicated again by'
whether production in different formsyoulenot.consitute another type of
added.value service that might better be provided=by the. private sector.

l'Ik:the government originally produced the information in one form--printed,
for example -- should it be limited to distribution in,only that form ? Or
should the government agency be free to distribute it in any'or all usable'
form ? 'This question was unresolved,' although the Task Force

'generally WAS in agreement that distribution i,a variety of usable farms
Is appropriate. ;

.

Third, the issue of "mare:hal cost of access and reproduction" is "'
complicated by a number of problems, so the decision was made to separate
the condideration of cost from that of availability, treating it as another
principle.

The purpose of Principle 5 was discussed. is it'to increase the entry
of the private sector into use of governmentally distributable information ?
It was pointed out that individuals, as well as private sector companies,
need to have access to governmentally distributable information. The central
issue, as-the Task Force viewed it, was'the reaffirmation.of the principle
Underlying the Freedom of Information Act - -that government should not

,

o 4

ag,
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operatt iii secret--but added to that is the principle that information is
of concrete value to'the social and economic structure of our society. A

The following text was accepted, as a 'statement of the rationale

Underlying Principle 5:.

It is `in the national interest for information to be
.widely and readily available to citizens. Informs.
controlled by the government represents a major fiadurce
of demonstrable actual and/or-potential economic, social,',

and political value. The activities of libraries and
of non-governmental and private information organizations-
are among the most important means for enhancing access
to information by citizens.

'

Theprinciples presented here are'intended trecognize,
,) reflect, and be responsive to the goal of improved citizen

access to information. In applying these'principles rand
especially in resolving actual or apparent conflicik,imong
them,-the government should take those actions that enhance
opportunities for citizen access to information and should
avoid those that limit or restrict such access.

) The phrase "openly available" was discussed. What does temean ? It was

pointed out that it vas used 'to replace "freely available", -so as to avoid
the issue of the cost of availability. The term "without restriction" was
ggested as an alternative; similarly, ."withodt-Iimits on the way it can

used". It was pointed out that there are cases in which restrictions

_ are needed ,(e.g.:, Social Security releases some information, hut with

restrictions to preserve confidentiality). It was suggested that the term _

be deleted, but the consensus,mas that it be retained.
. i

The/term "access"' was discussed, and interpreted as including retrieval
of pre-specified (not user - specified) packages of information. It could

include an ability to communicate online, but with only limited interaction

with the user. Access would include availability at identified national and
regional centers and depository. libraries. Access by user-specified retrieval

would be provided only if specifically authorized.

"Reproduction" would include machine-readable forms, microforms, and

printed forms, subject to the source form(s) of availability. In each,ciae,

however, the reproduction should be in pre-speclfied standard formats, not

in user-specified formats.

The term "readily reproducible" was substituted for the original phrase
"readily usable" to avoid-having this principle authorize directly a variety

of services to augment the usability of governmentally generated information,
including translating information from one form-to another. The phrased

"readily reproducible" was interpreted as-Including machine-readable forms in
standard formats, but user specified retrieval,end'online access would be

involved only 'if specifically authorized.
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The phrase "any oonstraintwas substitutedsfor an original phYasing
"prior constraints" to emPhasii6 the viect.i-of the Task Force that open

availability should imply the Unconstrained' use Of the information generated by
government. It 'was pointed out that theie are occasidns when there are
proper reasons to grant a limited copyright for the purpose of encouraging
a private sector company to provide for widescale promotion and distribution
of an information package., It was apparently the consensus that the principle-
should not be interpreted as precludi.such inducements.' The following
wording was accepted:,

.

. . 4
Specific excelitIonsto,this principle may be desirable
ins the public interest. Such exceptions, in the form
of direct or indirectsubsidyand/Or incentives to the
private sector to facillitate disseu natlon,pf socially_
useful information thoultvinvariabl 'be.corisidered

. through-the legislative,prOepss'an4 be subject to
; periodic review.

N. 0,
There was considerable discussion!concerdrPg the relation of computer

programs to the issues involved., Aeilpei "information" or "ddta" ? Otare
they "property" ? Or are theyigth ? "Are the property rights in computer
programs differeit frtom those,iremdatft Iliees or other, forms of "information" ?
It was suggested that the scope Ortoncern of the Task Force should not
include computer-programs; other members of the Task Force felt they should
be inclUded. The example'tif the Census ties cited, especially with"respect to
availability of governmentally generated softwAe (with the view that it
would directly compete with commercial packages): It owes pointed out that
imaintaining software, providing updates, training, and distributing would
represent economic problems. .(Although the'dame can be said for data bases.)
It was also pointed out that some Federal agencies have interpreted software
as falling -outside the scope oil the Freedom of Information Act, with the
view that it represents' governmktt property. liowever, except for that

limitation,-NTIS will make such programs. available. -

Information derived from both goiernmental and private sources, whether.
distributed by the public sector or the private sector, must conform to laws
concerning the property right of the private sector sources, Application of
Principle 5 would then necessitate recognition of Principle 4, as discussed
above: There watherefore extensive discussion of the interdependence and
of the order of prelentation of the several principles involved. While each
of the principles may focus on a specific issue of importance, it should not
be treated in isolation from the others. Some members of the Task Force
regard Principle 5 as the fundamental one, since it emphasizes the open
availability of information generated by the government. Other members would
argue that Principle 4 is the fundamental one, since it emphasizes the need
to protect private rights.. The consensus of the Task Force was that the
dependence among the pfinciples is mutual rather than hierarchical, each to
be copsidered'as' independently valid, that they mutually depend upon each
other, and that fey will conflictith each other in specific situations.
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Thse Task Force deems that to be appropriate andvin noway vitiating the
importance of the principles. It simply means that the world is conplex
and that principles can only guide decisions, not'make them.

IMPLEMENTATION.,

r

Three of the recommendations included in the next 4ection ofthe Report
relate specifically to Principle 5: Recommendations #24, #25, and #26. They
identify the need to announce availability, to deposit material at centers
where it (tan be viewed, and to avoid assertion of Federal government copyfight
domestically.

PRICING OF GOVERNMENT INFORMATION.
o /

The fclywing piinciple, in a formal 4ofe, was UNANIMOUSLY' approved:

Principle 6. TheIederal governments should set pricing policies
for distributing information productssand services
that reflect the true cost-of access end /or
reproduction, any specific prices to be subject to
review by an independent authority.

DISCUSSION.

With respect to costing, it is necessary to distinguish:several categories

of cost: Nl) cost for generation of the information, (2) 'cost for the

production of the first copy, (3). cost for initial distributions and (4) cost

for subsequent access and reproduction. Even the costs for access are a

function'of the means for access;- similarly for reproduction. In any event,

there is &real difficulty in determining the cost for any of those, and even-

'. if the costs could be determined they-would vary with time as well as with

means. Therefore it is almost meaningless to identify,costs or to publish
them as part of any announcement:(as in a Register) of availability. Even
the use of a "consistent f8rmula" would not provide an answer, because of
ithe inherent variability of the factors involved.

The issue of cost was extensively discussed. NTIS, for example, does

not charge simply the incremental cost; it also charges for overhead. It

was pointed out that overhead is a legit mate part ofjcost; the issue is
'whether each item of information (title, for example) bears its own share

of the total costs of whether all items are treated..as an aggregate. It

was also pointed out that the'term incremental cost refers to the cost for

the information package, but not including the. costs to create it in the

first place (for example, the costs of the research that went into it should
not be included in the incremental costs for

1
access to that information).

On the other hand, it is also the case that the dissemination of research

may reqUire subsidization,Of publication and distribution of its results.

Turning to tkf': basis, for pricing: NTIS and the GPO baSe their prices,
roughly on the number Ofpages,,but with the price set so as to recover all

costs of operation. This is representative of a pricing approach that deals
v, \
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with the total enterprise rather than with the singl% item. "Best sellers"
may be priced at considerably more than the mere costs of reproduction, and
as a matter of public policy, some items may be pricedat less than the full
costs of reproductio.(cases in point being the Federal Register and the
Congressional Record). Furthermore,'the prig for some items may be greater
than the Costs of reproduction in order to cover the costs of creation of
them. (The example of the NTIS developed index to governmental statistical
data bases illustrates this,-possibility.)' The issue of whether it is ever
appropiiate\for the costs'of development to be recovered aspartof the
price is unresolved, although the conflict with the principle of AP'

pricing at the incremental cost of access and reproduction Ts evident.

The problem is how to determine when it is appropriate to price
something at other than cost, and who should have the responpility

., for doing so. The view of the Task Force is that the Congre s should have
the responsibility of identifying such publications; either individually or as
a class, and of providing the funding necessary for pricing them below cost.

Principle 6 was then considered in detail. Examples were raised of
'04 situations in which pricing would approriately be at other than the.

incremental cost. The problems in identifying what the costs actually are
were discussed, including not only how the costs were to be accounted for
but what would be included in them. For example, should the costs of an
index be included in the costs of access ? The very decision to distribute
formally implies on6 set of costs different'from those if the distribution
is only in response to separate demands.

IMPLEMENTATION.

The Task Force did not have specific recommendation to make with respect
to this principle, since implementation of it is primarily a technical
matter of determining the basis for accounting for costs and establishing
prices rather than a-policy matteI.

LIBRARIES

The following principle was formally voted.on and'Qroved by a-vote
of 13 YES to 1 NO, with one abstention.

Principle 7. The Federal gbvernment should actively use existing ;$

mechanisms, such as the libraries of the country,
as primary channels for making goVernmentally
distributable information *available to the public.

DISCUSSION.

Virtually none-6f the Federal programs to date hasrftaken
cognizance of the availability of the academic, public; and special
libraries of the country as an infrastructure for the.distribution
of information. There has been some effort to use public libraries
as points of access'to the1980 census; both state and local libraries
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are_ becoming illrolved in disseminati9 of energy info' tion; and

there is the depository library system. But beyond tha there is little-
ikany formal use of this great resource. /

. )

The worditg-of Principle-7 in the Draft Report was as follows:

The libraries4f-the country ahould_bg actively
,,used by Federal agencies is acrimary Means for
making,governmental information available to the

public..
,

/ As with the ocher principles,` this wording was extensively discusse

.

.

o Substitute "government generated" for "governmental" ?

o Replace'"shoUld" by "must"'? '4

o 'Should-the contrast of 'libraries: With "Federal
informati3n Centers" be emphasized ?

o Delete the word "actively" ? 7,0

o Replace "public" by "citizens"'?
o Replace "Federal agencies" by-"Federal government" (to

include Congress)`?
0

4r
o What does "primary means" mean

A question was raised about whether this principle really was relevant to

the interests of this Task Force. It was pointed out that libraries exist in

both the public and the private, sectors, that the depository libraies had
been specifically concerned about their rglationship to the issues of the Tisk

";rorce, and that a crucial function provided by the libraries is"rhat of serving

.as the "safety valve for society--the assurance of means of access, even if

the private sector is indeed used as the means for distribution 'of governmental

information. .0

IMPLEMENTATION.
(--

To identify some specifics about how the'role of libraries could

beenhanced with respect.to the distribution of Federal governmental

iriformation: . Net

-

o Funding by the Federal government of costs
involved in peviding thisservice to the
public, in general.

o Expanding the scope and range of the depAiiory
library system.

o Using the nation's libraries instead of governmental
Nencies as nand for communication-with the public.

o avelopinetia between private sector information

services and hibraries j

o Encouraging libraries to deve;opiservicee'based 9n
new technologies (Makin& the public library,. in

particular, the "electronic information center" for
the general public in each community)'.
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The expanston of the depository library system would require attention
to some very specific needs:

o The costs-of managing, cataloging, and maintaining
the depository Collections are often ignore4, since-

. they are not normally covered by'the budgetary support
from the principle source of funding for those libraries..
Means should be found to provide support for those
functions as part of the depository librstry..system...-

o 'CoverAment publications themselves are not organized ..t,./'

or distributed in a manner that makes,the operation
\.

of the depository libraries effective. While several
of th recommendationsof thislask Force may lead to
ste that will alleviate this problem, specific
attention will need to be patd, ilCimplementation of
them, to the needs of the depository libraries.

, o The present Set of depository libraiies (about 1300
of them) is only a small part of the total library
community. Means should be found to expand the number
and distribution of depository libraries.

:6

*

The Task Force makes no Specific recommendations concerning these'
means for increasing the role of libraries. In fact, there would have been '0
significant differences in views within the Task Force concerning the,v 1 e
and appropriateness of anyone of them. Despite that fact, the Task Forc -
Is generally in agreement with .the view that., if libraries are to be'society's
means for assuring access to government information by-the general public,
attention will need to be paid to the serious economic problems faced by
public and academic libraries throughout the country. While this would
possibly require re- deployment of funds from other governmental information
activities, the encouragement of libraries in that role is a goal of sufficient
economic and social value to warrant doing so.
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5. REC&RENDATtlONS

.

In this section, sie,resent the several recommendations that rePresent
means for implementing theseven principles presentedin the prior
section. There is a total of 27 recommendations. The first 12 of. them

, relateeto Principle #1; the next 6, to Principle #2; the next 5, to
' Principle #3; the next,3, to Principle #5; the last one, to Principle
#7. 'For'a variety of %reasons, we did, not develop recommendations for
the. Other.. principle's. Several of the recommendations are closely related,
so they will be discussed together to emphasize' that relationship.

'Each .of these recommendations' has been accepted by the Task -Force, most
Of thejn -by near unanimity or at least" substantial majority, although two
010 and-#23)A represented s significant division betweenAmaJoeity and minority.

"Table -3 proVides a tabulation of the votes. takenon eachNof them.

a.

40

Far each recommenclation,:ye will present' the wording as accepted by
the Task 'Force. (In. a few case-s, the wording presented, here is slightly

. different from that which, actually was voted on, since the final wording -
, was left to the editotial committee, but the substance, has been preserved.)

We i;rill,presenta review of the discussion leading,,to. the votes on the groups, .

identifying the reasons fir the majority' view and, where appropriate-, the .'

minority views: We will conclude with a discussion of the means that we
may have' identified fcCr im-Plementation of tife recommendation.

OVERVIEW:

Principle #1..
,,

..
'' o EnviZOnment, to .Enhance Competition

.-. o Applica-bility-of First Amendment . .
, .,o Consistency in dongressional Action_ s

o_ Efficient. Information Technologies .

'-o _.Standardef , N

o......Bducation; Research
, o Statistics;, '4coniimic Assessment

o, Means of-Diiiseminatio4 ` ,

' Principle #2. . .

' o legal.&.Reiulatory Beiiriers °. ...

o .Encouragement to"Add, Value: and to Disseminate
-, o Private tectos..InvOlvement . .

-
-'

__Principle #3.
. , o' Procedures,6 Evaluate "Compelling.Reasons" .

.o Enhancement of Information Pr.oducts & Services
., . Principle '#5-. -.- - -- - .. /

o , Ann-oun-ce Avleitabitley7--- -,=1-

o Deposit at Naiional:& -Regional-Centers._ .

. o Federal .DOmestic topy.rights ,,,, t
.

.

.. Principle #7-. - , , , ..

,, . - t, o "lise of' Private SectoriDineemination Means
Q 1,01 ..
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k
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TABLE 3

SUMMARY op VOTES ON RECOMMENDATIONS

61.

Recommendation,

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8.

* 10
11

12

13 41

14

15

16
i 1j

18

19

20

21

22

* 2
24

25
26

27

/,

0.

Yes

11
11

12

12

12

11

11

14

No

0'

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

.

Abstain

1 ...

1 .

1

0

1

3

3

0

2

0

Note Present

4

4

3

4

3

2

2

2'
10 -.10 .1 5 1

8 6 0 2

13 0 0 3-

11 . 2 1, 2

13 ,'
.,

0 4 ,3

12 0 0 4

103 0 0 3

12 0 0 4

11 .0 - 0 5

11 1 `0 4

12 1 . 2 1

13 1 1 1

14 1 0 1

16 0 '. , 0 0 ..
..'9. -7' 7 0 0

15 6 o 1

10' 3 2 1

10 2 2 2

12 1 0 3

Of the members 4f the Task Force, 16 participated in. the
meeting at which votes were taken on the. recommendations.
,During the meetipg, varying numbers of.them were
participants in each vote. The column "Not Present",
indicates how many were not there during a given vote;

.;

i* of the 27 recomMendatons, the votes on ,two --10 and 23 --

represented asignificant division ithin the \Teak Force.division
Number 10 'Is concerned with "enc raging Federal agencies

to regard dissemination of info tionas a high priority"
and number 23 is concerned with "not arbitrarily restricting
the Federal government from ehhancineinformation products
and services"i .

;
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'pRiiiqtpLE #1.

ENVIRONMENT TO ENHANCE COMPETITION. ,

11ECOMMENDATION 1: Provide an enyironment that will
enhance the competitive forces of the private sector,
so that the market mechanisms can be effective in
allocating "resources in the useof information and in .

' directing innovation into market determined areas.

.

DISCUSSION. The discussion of this recommendation was concerned
tolely.w±th minor changes in wording. Responsibility was given the Editorial

Committee to dedide on'the final wording, preserving-tbe essential import.
The abstention was becaute4t concern about therfinal wording and a desire to
have a vote on that Tinal wording.

IMPLEMENTATIO14. iis 3s a general recommendation. Implementation will

require that Congress, the Executive branch agencies, the independent agencies,,
and the NCLIS all recognize the increasing role of information as au_pconomicv

resource. t

APPLICABILITY OF FIRST AMENDMENT.

.
RECOMMENDATION in.' efirm the applicability Of the

First Amendment to information products and services.

.DISCUSSION. The discussion started with the recommendation inthe form:

-
. \ .

Provide consistency with,respect to
. ... regulation of information activities:

-,-

,
.

, , --=
A strpng.argument was presented that there should be no regulation. But , -,/

examples wire giVen:of!eitnations,',suth,aa broadcast channels, in whichAt ii

generally accepted that rep: 4411F Istieeded,Tend there was discustIon of

alternative means for handling ose situations. The meaning of theyord
"consistency" was discussed, and the' definitibn "not differentially applied"

was suggested; f
.-. .4

.
.

. ,

. . .

.

But the discussion then took.a quite dramatic turn, at the grouptried,

to deal with the tesis for the desire for "no regulation". A distinction'

was mane between "regula ;ion of content"'and "regulation of resources"; ' .

to view °was expsOsed that there ahouId be no regulation of. content and
teat regulation ofiscarce resources shouId be consistent. .

'"

I . .
There was concern expressed about the-clarity of the wording and need to, ' ..

see examples of application. Specific sitnations were discussed:
. .

o.,"Equal time" regulations, 4iepresenting Conirol.of e .

. b
4

carCe'reaources, not content ,
.: .

o "Obscenity", "fraud", and "libel. ", representing issues that

.

.,
are handled by criminal and ctifi law and donot

. 1 .^
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ve represent prior control
o National security issues.(perhaps as exemplified

by the Pentagon Papers case), representing another
class of problems but within the general scope
of First Amendment cases. ,

1

The crucial pdint'made appeared to be this: There is debate about the extent
to which "freedom of the press")should be interpreted broadly or be limited.
to the printed newspaper. 'The,:Tisk Force, in making this recommendation, is
not attempting to resolve the legal issues involvedr but is attempting to'
state its views that nformation",'taken broadly, should be protected by the -e
same rights that would apply to "the prqss", even in the.parrowest of the
interpretations. The xample of.the "broadcast model" was contrasted with
the "Press model", a the' general view was tfinit the presi model should apply .

to infOrmition produ ts,and services in general, with4cognition that
regulation of scarce ?sources may, be necessary, but that there should be'

...

no
regulation of content. .

r 7 -
t \

.IMPLEMENTATION. This may'well be i recommendation.thatwill require
'action by the judiciary, although Congress might consider legislation that 4. *`,..

wonld'emhody the view that all informatioq products and services...should fall
under the protection of the First Amendment.

CONSISTENCY'IN CONGRESSIONAL ACTIONS.

'RECOMMENDATION #3. Encourage Congress to be consistent in
A

the language used and in the application of principles relating
',..

to idformationroducti and services, such as those identified
,in this Deport, when itfospulates legislation and when it

..
, 'eercises its oversight role. °

N, 1
.

.

f
''recommendations to the full range Of' government acti ties; this additional.

. DISCUSSION: As' a-resnit of the discussion of applicability O the

recommendatiofi was drafted for consideration in the context 'c?Principle /1.
There was concern expressed. with the fact that legiiilation rarely refers
to.specific information productsoor services; instead, it defines functions. .

-This recommendation must therefore be se as expressing conc?rn not only with
the actual specifications that ma, occur in legislation but with the subsequent
means for aCtually implementing hose unctional speCifidations. 1

. . .

, There was discussion of-the-intent of this recommendation. Why the
. .

concern with consintency'in language ? It was pointed out that the legi ition
has not been consistent in the past, that terms like "inforkatiOn r, enter" have

been used without a clear and consistent definition.of (hem. -
a

1/4

fs .

,_ IMPLEMENTATION. This ecommendation_ts directed specifically at Congress..
.,

Implementation will require careful review by appropriate staff of all:
Congressional committees ofthe information aspects of legislation.

\.1.

1.^.
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EFFICIENT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES.

RECOMMENDATION /4. ;:Encourage government agencies to
utilize the most efficient (information) lechnO gies.

DISCUSSION. The discussion started with the reco
in the following corm:.-

.
.0.

.
. " Alt / '

Encourage government agencies to utilize new . t

information technologies for increased efficiency
of operation and as a means for encouraging innovation.

t

tion expressed.

a
.

The firtt question raised was the extent to whit the purchasing power of
,

46. __the government. should be used for purposes of encouraging development It Wag

)pointed out that this recommendation., in that respect, deals with two quite
distinct things: use of the best means and use of the purchasing power. The

. decision waso made to deal first with the use of "best means".
i

a

, . .

The wording ws discussed. For example, should the issue of "make or
.

. ' ,buy" be included ? Should the limitatiZto "internal operations" be
stressed I Finally, a formal vote waS taken with the wording as given above.

The issue of whether the government's purthasing power should be used
to encourage innovation was then. discussed. It was pointed out that the
government is a major force in the market place and, as part of the market
forces, helps determine the allocation of resources. Government decisions, ,

.iflindeed based on efficiency, would represent a 'very desirable participation
of government in the market place, on the. demand side.

IMPLEMENTAT;ON. _..:Congressional action may be required to correct
existingaegislation that impedes die introduction of efficient 'technologies.
The DMIS shoup consider regulations that encourage the Executive branch
agencies- to utilize efficient-technologies. The NCLIS could- initiate studies

of the .basis for evaluating the relative efficiency of various information

technologies. The several agencies, both Executive branch amd independent,
,could Initiate programs of evaluation and, if appropriate, replacement of
existing technologies.

4,

STA4ARDS.
I A

. .

RECOMMENDATION Encburag the sbtting and .use of voluntary

- standards that will not.inhibit the further development of
.

. innovative information products and services.

DISCUSSION. The discussion started'with the following:

Encourage the setting of standards for
information equipment, products,

. ft was. pointed out that the freezing
a stultifying effect upon development and

59'

and services.

of practice into standards can have
innovation. In'contrast, it was
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uilinted out that 'at least a minimal,set of standards are essential if there is.
to be' progress,' and that there was a prevailing view that standards are a good
thing. It would be:albst'imporiant for us to identify anything that makes
this.field different. Concexn wasexpressed about implying that the government

I 'should set standards, since there are already in being mechanisms by which-the
private sector goes about the setting. of standards.

It was pointed out that 96-511 (the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980)
, calls for the OMB to,set standards for government agencies; these could
have dramatic impact, upon.,the private sector, because of the sheer size of the
government enterprise. Inthe discussion, it was suggested that the focus
of. the OMB will be on standards related to governmental reporting an(' auditing;,
on the,other hatid, it was pointed'out that P.L. 96-511 calls for standards

11116R3ss the board.- It was suggested that the OMB should encourage private
sector review and input to the standards setting process of the government.
The abstention reflected a concern that the recommendation would be viewed as
'showing naivete about the process by which standards are developed. The
importaiceof involving the private sector ink governmental decisions about
internal government-set standards was re-emphasized.

IMPLEMENTATION. The NnOnal Bureau of Standards could initiate
studies of the specific status of standards, especially with respect to
software and procedures, in the areas of information products and services.

EDUCATION; RESEARCH

RECOMMENDATION #6. Encourage And support educational
programs that provide the professional skills needed to
further the development of information as am economic

, .

and social resource.

RECOMMENDATION #7. Encourage and support both basic and
applied research.inlibrary and information science.

DISCUSSION. 344--ciiscussion started with the following texts:

-SUpport_education programs that provide the professional
manpower needed to further the development-of information
as an economic and social resource..

.

Support pure and applied research in library and
information science, to developtthe'knowledge
on which further innovations can be based.

.

These represent not the entry of the government intokthe marketplace, but
means by whitichothe government can, help develop the infrastructure on which

these products and services will be based. It was. suggested that the phrase
"encourage aid support" replace simply "support", since much more is involved
than simply financial support.

t'c
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The abstainers pointed out thatthe trend was toward "block grants",

rather than grants for such specific, even parochial purposes; it was

questioned whether there in fact-was a problem that required government

action. It was joined out, in response, that manpower development is a part

of the framework, represented by Principle #1, that there has been-an enormous

. growth ,in the demand for people in the information professions. Concern was

* then expressed about the-term "manpower" in the recommendation as phrased,

and the suggestion was made that "professidnal skills" be:substituted (the

view being that we want td upgrade knowledge, not simply provide bodies).

IMPLEMENTATION. The Congress could revilegislation related td
education and research in library and information science, with the view

toward improving the level and quality of support for them. The abAnciei

currently involved An such support--Department of Education, National

Science Foundation, and National Library ofMedicine, especially - -mould

review their programs end priorities on allocation of resources.

STATISTICS; ECONOMIC ASSESSMENT.

RECOMMENDATION-#8. Encourage and support btatistical
programs and related research to provide the data needed

to deal with information yolicy issues.

RECOMMENDATION ,19. Conduct a periodic economic assessment
of the'impact of Federal government information products

and services.
0

DISCUSSION. The discussidn started from the following:

Support research and statistical programs to proVide

the data needed to deal with information policy issues.

There should be a continuing' economic assessment,

of the'impacernmentinforMation
products and services, in the form of an "output"
analysis as part of the gyoss.national product.

WO,

It was pointed out that these recommendations reflected the gap-in

.knowledge concerning the impact of information as ah economic and social

resource. They are related to Recommendation #5, but they need to be stated

and emphasized separately from it. It was suggested that, in parallel

with those, he mord "encourage" be added. Concern was expressed that getting

.the data req4ired might create its own burdenf. It was pointed out that each

of-these recommendations should be seen withli the context of the others,

rather than in isolation.

IMPLEMENTATION. The Congress could establish requirements for reporting

of- statistical 'data on the "information economy" and on the'information

activities of Federal agencies. The agencies in the Executive branch and

the independent agencies most directly concerned with monitoring of the

economy could institute.studiesof the data needed to evaluate these economi

,
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effects. The OMB couLkicequire that Executive branch agencieainstitute'
,

such evaluations.
, - 1,

yip

".
MEANS OF DISSEMINATION.

RECOMMENDATION 410. .Encourage Federal agencies to regard
the dissemination of. information, especially through the
mechanisms of the private sector (both for profit and
not for profit), as a high priority responsibility.

RECOMMENDATION #11. Identify and evaluate alternatives
to existing Federalinformation disseminatioh mechanisms.

RECOMMENDATIOA,I12. Develop and support the use of
libraries ak active means for access to governmental
iefordation.by the public.

DISCUSSION. Concern was expressed thai these might, be taken out of
context, and that the parenthetical phrase "especially througb ..." might
be ignored. The discussion brought out virtually every one of the many
issues with which the Task Oroe has been concerned, especially with respect
to the responsibility of gwiernment to make inform4tion readily available
(including the. concerns about what infOrmatioh was to be included). 'Some,
members of the Task Force felt' that the purpose of the recommendation was
met elsewhere, thatthe terp "dissemination" implied too, much.

Those voting in favor okiRecommendation.#10 felt that openness of
government operationi was essential, and that the government should
encourage theuse.of information derived,from governmental operations
rather than simply being a'gassivq_source, Those voting against the
recommendation felt that "active" operations on the part of government
tended to become self-perpettlating bureaucracies. '

Thi'A discussion thus led to Recommendation-flf-and,'since'libraries are
reg.Arded by the Task Force as an 'essential component of the system for
public access to geVet*MentNinfbrmation, to Recommendation- #12. Alekbugh

.Recommendation412(duplicates what Principae #7 emphasizes, the Task Force
A felt it was important to include it. as part of the general environment for

encouraging delpiOpment idduse of information producWand`services.

IMPLEMENTATION. This could be implemented by Congressional action
requiring the review of current methods foDsdisSemination and evaluation
of.alternatives. On the other hand,-it could be5Accomplishedby OMB
regulations. - IN,' --'.

.
/ ,

PRINCIPLE #2. .-

,
LEGAL & REGULATORY BARRIERS.

'RECOMMENDATION #i3.. Identify And elipinate legal. and' regulatory
barriers to the introduction. of new-infprmation, products'and services.

4, '
e or r
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DISCUSSION. The discussion started from the ;ollowing:

Reduce the "information overload", represented by
excessive paperwork, especially for small organizations,

so as to facilitate the entry of new companies into
thd field of Informatiot products and services, thus
providing for increased competition and innovation.

First, the wording was discus
is effect. The suggestion was made
that the sequence of phrases shoul
competition and Innovation", not s

f

:e., with emphasis on what is cause and what
that the text 'should end at "...services";
be reversed; that the goal is "increased

mply "reduction in paperWork".

But then:the discussion becam- very substantive. What is the purpose of

this recommendation ? Is --theve-rea ; blem with respect to paperwork
t.;

(presumably from governmental requtremen s) ? Reference was made to the
.

paperwork reduction at, to the estimate that "the public will spend
1.2 billion hours filling out.forms", to the view that this is especially

a burden for smallcompanies..

It was suggested that the real purpose, of this retommendation'is the

encouragement of entry'of small new companies, that much of the information

industry is "cottage industry", and that government has a role in providing

an environment in which It can flourish. But it was then suggested that ,

"new companies" be replaced by "new products and services", Sine growth of

new companies could be counter-proltittive,-leading to economic losses,
especially inarea6 where there is no economic viability for small enterprise.

It was pointed out that such a view appeared to be counter to the whole basis

for the private enterprise approaeh.

IMPLEMENTATION. Requires action by Congress An identifying such

barriers, by the OMB in eatablishfhg regulations that will-eliminate,barriers'

in the bureaucratic process, by the NCLIS in initiating studies that will

assist both Congress and the OMB.

ame....

,ENCOURAOEMENT TO "ADD VALUE; AND TO DISSEMINATE

e'RECOMMENDATION #14. Encoutage priArate enterprise to

"add value" to government information (i.e., to re-package

it,provide further processing services, and otherwise'

enhance the.information so. that it can be sold at a Profit).

RECOMMENDATION #15. Proidde incentives to existing
orgaiizations,. such as libraries and bonktstores, tat will

encourage them to expand their activities in dissemination

of governmentally distributixble information.

DISCUSSION. Question was raised about'whether Recommendation #14.really

iwas necessary, since nothing in law or practice would prevent it-, but it was

pointed out that there have been efforts to prevent private sector enhancement.

'a

ire
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QueStion was raised about the form of incentives. The example ofquaritity
discounts for bookstores was,giyan. But what would be the incentives fox
libraries ? 'The text of the recommendations that ha been replaced by the
above includes reference to the costs of providing depository lthchry services,

-.and question was raised about whether we are proposing subsidies. 'It tags

suggested that. - rather than subsidies,we could be dealing with compensation
for services provided. The example of the Regional Medical Library Network
was cited. Contracting with libraries forAuch services might be,funded
by the funds currently used to sdpport Federal activities providing
the services that could better be provided by libraries.

IMPLEMENTATION. Thiscould involve Congressional action, but the most
direct :wens for implementation is through actions by the several Federal
agencies. Beyond that, the private sector itself needs to take an active
roleiin exploiting the opportunities, in developing the new products. and
services, in creating the added values.

INVOLVEMENT OF PRIVATE SECTOR.

RECOMMENDATION #16. Establish proceddres 'which will create
a realptic opportunity for private sector involvement in
the planning process for 'information activities.

r"

RECOMMENDATION #17. Involve the private sector in the
process of formulatAmgFederal standards relating to
information activities.

.

RECOMMENDATION #18. 'Create or improve mechaniims for,
ensuring that the actions of government agencies,Yin
developing information resources, products, and
services are consistent with'the policies, goals; and
long range plans that are announced.

DISCUSSION. The of theseTveeo dirtyons is to assure that-
everyone with an.nterest in a government acti.. has the opportunity to
exprehs point of view. But there is more in lved.than simply that. ;In
fact, th re are at least three objectives:. 1) to assure adequate opportunity
for debate, 2) to reduce the uncertainties in making private investment,
and 3) to reduce the interference of government plans with the development
of private sector products and services. The wording was extensively
discuSsed, with a number of alternative phrasings presented: '

o "Announce potential and plannedwactivities..."
o "...with sufficient warning to provide A debate forum...."
o "...devise procedures for expressing perceived needs..."
o "...consider the impWteesfinouncements'hefora-mekingt----:--------
o "...orderly plannirtg process, allowing Eor periodic review frqm the

4 private sector and input from them,so that..."
o "...create a realistic opportunity for priYate sector involvement..."

.64 ;-
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-A crucial issue was the scope of coverage of the term "government

.agency"; with the view that Congress and the judiciary should be subject to

the same requirement. The concern was especially with 'respect to actions by

Congress in mandating such activities as "information dissemination" and

"establishment of clearinghouses" in new legislation. She issue is primarily

with the proliferation of newi autonomous mechanisms rather than using the

,ones which are-already in place. ,.

It wag pointed out that the Paperwork Reduction Act has f4ecific

language relevant to all.of this:

"...shall provide Interested agencies and persons

' with early and meaningfui opportunity to comment..."

and the Task Force feels that this is of special importance.with respect to

this recommendation.

PRINCIPLE #3.

. PROCEDURES TO EVALUATE "COMPELLING REASONS".

RECOMMENDATION #19. 'Announce plans sufficiently ahead

of time to provide an opportunity for private sector

involvement when a government agency, for reasons it

regards as compelling, should plan todevelop and/or

market an information product or service.

RECOMMENDATION #20. R ew ando.apprOve, before implementation, 4

any plans for the.go rnment to develop and/or market an
information product or service, the review to be carried out

by an agency appropriate to the branch of government (such

. as 0M44 GAO, CBO)..

) .

t .
RECOMMENDATION'#21. Include an "information impact and cost

analysis" as part of the process of review, evaluation, and

iniprovalice any ,platis for the government to develo2 and/or 4

market an information'product or service; the analysis to

',cover economic and social effects; effects on any existing

products And services; effects on potential products and
services;'°and an evaluation of the benefits to the public.

RECOMMENDATIO 2. Review periodically to evaluate the

desirabilit continuation of any product or service as

a government cttvity.
.

DISCUSTON77-rheee-four-recommendeions-embody the precedures that

the Task Foice feels ere essential to the process of 'determining whether.

there are "compelling reasons" fer the govegnment to provide information

'products and/or services in commerce. The discussion of them started from

the following draft statements:

e' \',

.
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Any'such plant should be reviewed and approved
by an appropriate agency (such as 0MB). ? 0.

Part of the eval teen of a n such plani shdufd
be an "impact ana ysis" that Woldra consider the
etoitomic and.soeial effects'of the proposed service,
both positive and_negative. Thibs5hould include an
evaldation of the effects On any,prodpcts and services,
especially those'in the,prfvate sector; an evaluatiofit
of potentigl,private sector products and services that
could be expected to result; an evaluation of the
benefits to the Tubiic from the availability of the
governmenOnformatipn.

/

There should be a Teriodic revi y to evaluate
bsirability.of $ontinuatten f the product or

service aka governmental activity versus leaving
it to the private sector or discontinuing it completely.

The language was discussed:

q, "...before implementation..."
o "...by an agency appropriate to the branch of government..."
o Delete "such"

The NQ vote on these recommendations reflected a concern about the level
of detail implied-by it. Thus if it were interpreted as applying to individual
publications, it would be an administrative nightmare. It was pointed out
that such was unlikely...to be the case, that approval for a general program
should then embody approval'of specific products or services, within it.
With that interpretation, the_requirement for review would protect against.
abuse. -(It was pointed out, though, that,most immediately,. the 0MB is
requiring that individual publications must get'separate approval.)
The Task Force therefore, in a formal vote,, adopted the following statement:

The Tabk Force would be concerned if these recommendation
were interpreted as forcing individual publications to
be included in the review procesig.*

. Concern continued to be expressed about the, interpretation of the
context or frame of reference for the recoMmendstions of the Task Force.
The following was presented and approved in'te for-east vote:

When the Task Force refers to government agencies or
activities, it_is the intention that the ireference be
to all agencies of governmentlegislative, executive,
and judicial branches and to the independent agencies.

It was pointed out that. there is a converse to RecoMmendation #22. There
should also be periodic review of the effectiveness of the private sector
services that might take over a government service, to assure,that'they

,
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indeed'carry out the bbjectives; that the government data is not'misused;

ant tfiat the oviginal intent was not abused; This was countered with

concern abouZ government monitoring of private sector operations,. But

there clearly are ccInflicting concerns. Op the one hand', we want to be sure

that government data are not perverted; on the other hand, we'want to avoid

the "big brother" effect. This discussion was resolved in the, following

distinction. The review process being considered in this recommendation is

external to thetagency, and it would be inappropriate for that review body

to assess the effettiveness of 'ate sector.4erations subsequently. On

the other hand, it would be quite appropriate for the, government agency with

a mission'to evaluate whether the information needs for its miqsion are

adequately met by,the private sector replacement; if not, thei4 would be

a basis for proposing re-introduction of the service.

ENHANCEMENT.

,RECOMMENDATION #21. Do not arbitrarily restrict the'Federhl

government from enhancement of.information products and

services, even if solely to Meet the needs of constitutencies

outside the government itself./

DISCUSSION. The discussion s arted from the following:

The Federal agency should refrain from enhancement

of information products and services solely to

meet the needs-of cons ituencies outside the

government itself.

This recommendation was the most controversial of all of them. An

immediate vote was taken, wi hout any significant discussion oA wording, with *.

the result that this wordin was rejected by a vote of 6 YES to 9 NO.

The.initial decision was t have this result presented in the Report, with

theminotity position (the vote in favor) represented by appropriate text.
S.

However, the minority in favor of thetorigidal wording suggested that c

the recommen tion be re Asidered, in the negativ, wording finally selected.

The intent of e reed dilation in this form was then discussed(--it was

pointed out that if the e was abuse of the enhanceme , it would be subject\th

the review process spelled out in prior recommendations. After that discussion

the final vote was taken.

PRINCIPLE #5.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF AVAILABTLITY.

-
.

RECOMMENDATION #24. Announce_the_availab4111IALIMEnmentally
distributableinfbrmation and maintain one br use registers --s.v.

to help the public' determine what governmentally eckstributabl

information is available.
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!. DISCUStI0/4. The discussion started fro the following;
,,

'The tvallability'oft'sdVe'rnment in ormation should ' ,

-"be 'announded,.and one (or more). re
maintained Of all goiiernment public

1 .

isters should be
tions and other fOrMS.

\
.

It 'Wad /Jointed out that *firs recommends ibn, like all of the others, mist
tae liandlied Wit tin the context. of the entire' et .of pripciples, not in%
isolation. Therelremains the problem.of information th 'has alrehdy been.
.acquired outside the framework of these prineiples. ,. e .

s," lisf
I The Wordin bfthe recommenddtion was dismissed: .

.
1, 6 "...inftirmatiod 'products and services...:

o End it dter,vplaintainell ?
. o- o How about,avai. bilitylpf raw data ?

.

o Why should gOvernmeht Create register ? Why not private sec ?,',.

DEPOSIT AT NATION/S, REGIONAL CENTERS.
' ..

. i .... -

le, at4hatever form ,ii' may bi".avail b

RECOMMENDATION #25. Depesitvgovernmentally diTibu table-
infOriation, in

national'and regional centers, ihclUding.iegional depository ,

libraries, whbrt it may be examined' at no chagge,,

DISCUSSION. The discussi started from th Xol/owirl

.

The Federal. government hould deposft government
information, in whateve form it may beavailable,
at national and regional centers (,includinedepository
libraries), where it maybe examined at no charge and
reproduced at. the coitsof reprOduction.

.

,Question was raised about the x-4 ationship between this recommerlation and
(t

,

. . ,

the -preceding one. DOn't-tfitY repriee .iIternaiiVes ? It was poiated out .

that the nature of'the depository libAry.systei is that some'dePositories
may elect to take,only.specific*items, sb tWeyneed to have the indexes or
registers for access to other materials.

..

i . r.. , .,. . .
Question was raised as to why this recommendation should be COnsiat:red.

The.response way that the/balance between the use of theprivate sector and
the maintenance of puOlic access requires that tAtre be a pablid."hafety

'-.,
valve",,i'means of guaranteeing that there istsome means by which access-to

,

,

. .

governmentally distributable information can be assured. The library.system ,-

of the country providesthat guarantee.,, 'cl .1 ,
, ..

- -
-: -'Question was raised about the i4lusepn o data bases,in this , '4: . ,44', jecommendation. Aeseptly the depository library system itjimited to GPO A

70hblications. This recommendation would bgpaden that in several.ways.',-, .4
It was pointed outthat there4

ate technolOgical implicationh in providing -. '

non - 'printed
. 17- .

means for examination of -rinted fd s,'

%., .
r 4 .:

.2t 6$1 , -

-..

c...
. ,

. -''',.. ....
.
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The point was-Anade that" the e story library system represents an '

underdeveloped, under-supported facility that'could be improved As a most. .

cost - effective way-of accomplishing the'objectives of public access to

government information, ., \ r
. .

. .
N:',

.

.

.

The /prang of this recommendatidglle theft discussed-
.

. .

...4 .

.0 End after, :I...at lip chergele.",

o- "...including regronaldepdsitory librarids..."

. -
.

FEDERAL DOMESTIC COPYRIGHTS.
. . .

... . '`.... . ,
f

.

:RECOMNENDATION,#26. DO not assert any Federal government

copyrights on information the Federal gOiiernment dakeS

': "`-''
°

-domeat iically available. ... .

o national and regional..."

DISCUSSION. The discussion started frOM the following:

. Overnieht and public infOrdation made 4vailab1 d

by the Federal governmerit Should be free of

domestic copyright.

There was 'considerable discussion of(the problem of
a
controllini

-now-domestic distribution if there is no.domeStic.control.
is

wag pointed

out that the important value-of,copyright iwthis contextis the protection-

of the integrity of the information. It waapointedout that 'international- .

aspects are outside:the scope of the work of the Task Force:

Examines were given inwhich private sector informationenters the

stream of goverment information (quotations,by a.congressman:in then

"'+r- Congressional Register, for example)., to point up the fact that distributiod

7-7-W-the-government doesn't mean free. of copyright. 'This highlighted Whatthk

real objective:is,_and led to J:11641:4%1 4ording, on'which a formal

vote was talon. ,

PRINCIPLE #7., . .

.' ,.

'4 USE 6f._. PRIVATE,SECTOR.DISSEHINATION MEAN'S.
...

.

:..1,
. ... .48-. . , ,

.
,

EECOMMENDATION4

i
27. Use thi nation'A

4

libraries and
s.,

..,

nongovernmental4nformation centers as deans for dist ibution
,.. &

..:if governmentally 'distributable information insteid.of
i

areatilig new governmental units br'ompanding existing ones.
. \ Al*

*/ ,

VW f \
DISCUSSION.. The follOwing 'potential recommendations

. . .

related to Princre47/were'considered:. ' .-,,
.

. $?°-

.

Itnndintby-the'FederaI goVerament of costs involved
....

in pro idiwthissaerVite to the public in general.'
0:-......--

.

.

a t
, (

w / t 'Ss : 0

/

. .,,
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Expanding the scope and range_di the dePosttory
library system.

- Encouraging libraries to develop services
based on the.new technologies (making the public ,

library, inioarticular, the "electronic information-
center" for. the general public In,eich community).

',Xhe gosts.of managing, cataloging, and ,maintaining
the depository collections are Often ignored', since
they are, not normally co4Ste4 by the budgetary "support '

frog( the principal source of funding-for those libraA.
}leans should be found to Providetsupport for those
funCtions as part of the depctsiiory library sxstemp 4

N

.Goveinmetit publications themselves are not organized
., :or distributed .in a manner 'that makes the operation

of, depository litrarisa effective. While several of
the ,recommendations of the TISk Force may ,lead_ to steps" -

that willalleViatethis tiroblem, specific' attention
' needs to be Paid, in,tmplementation of them, to the
needs of depository libraries.

,

The, present set of depository l'ibrarie's (about
'1360_ of 'them) is only a small part of thetbtal
library community. Meats should be found to'eximind
the- number and distribution of depository libraries.

/e
It wae,Suggestea thatall Of these recommendations be replaced by the

following, more general recommendatiOn, with the libraries of the country
being a specific, identified example: ;1.

The Federel gLernment, 'in-considering-information
ac iwities, should make maximum use of existing'
resources and information delivery mechanisms as .0,
primary means for information distribution.

4

The proliferation of Federal information centers end networks was cited to
illustrate the import of this proposed recommendation. Exampleiof existing. s 41

..resources which could be used insteadtintluded the nation's libraries,=Pbok
store, etC.

,

......
-, ,

, .

/4
..

_Concern was expressed that this recommendstiou' representedi focus
. 'on current or raditional mechanisms for information dietributiwt. It'

thusdailsvto recognize the effects of thew technology and the resulting
.

4+ cheingeb in.insatutions. -,
.. ,

° /.. ,doneern was expressed about limiting this statement to. libraries, Since
. 4 ,' there gre many non-governmental informatioh"centers that would serve the 'same.

iunctAOns well. It was pointed out that the objective of the recoMmendatiOn ''.
..

.--/ .

1..
0

.0e s . i ' .1 -:-.-------4-1r
. .. f:

e
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is to urge thatlhese existing mechanisms.be used rather than.creating new`

:ones.' The result of the discussion was the final text, Ocr which a formal vote

was taken. .

. ?
.informationThe NO vote -reflected the view there are some 'kinds of.information that

that are-best distributed through Federal agencies. It was4'pointed out, while
,

'there hterwell be compelling reasons to use government agencies, that then

falls within tht scope of other,prineiples\

r.
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6. ',APPENDICES:

'
Appendix 1 lists the members of the Talik Forde

Appendix 2.pretents definitions,
'policy statements and
compariscin with those.

of this Report.
.

0

4.

obtained from number of '

other publication for

provided:in-Sect n 2.

alAppe ix 3 provi es a listing of a number of g vernment

info tion activitiewhich'ther have

been nteractibns with eni private s ctor

, each .f which may ben pane study f r

appl4Cation of the-piinciplespresented in'

this Report.

ACRONYMS.

Beforerpresepting the substantive nppendies.owever, it seems' desirablesirable

to provide n translation of the acronyms that are scattered through the Report.

Wet of them are.pare41 the vocabtlary of virtually anyone readingit, but

of them may be foreign; and some readers may not recognize many

of them. For that reason, it has seemed desirable to include a list of '
A

4, acronyms; withtheir definitions,, yin this appendix, rather thai either

replacing all acrchlymsby the full:title they represent orby fining:them

once in-the text (witbthe problem fovothe reader of identify cwh, e the

* term WAS defied) .Thelisting is alphabetIc'by the acronym.

ACRONYM.
ARM

s

BLS 74' Burets of Labor Statiatios.

CB0
ERIC
GAO

SAO .

WIC

1

Congressional MidgetOffice

.-,.

7.t'r

,
Educlitional Resources- Information Center

neral Accounting Office
vernOnt luting 'Office',

talo i

4.

,

of thelibriry of Congress)

Medical informition Online Of'ihe National Library o Me

National Conliasion On Libiaries,ANd ]ii ormaeion Science .

.

NatignanelecommuniCationt and Information Aginol NE,

' National Technical Information-Service .

'Office (of Management and Budget. '.

isOLINE

B.

°

.

..ETTS

t

1' 'N

,

#

...

.i, %
I

. N

-
_2;16.1_ .1

.7

\
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APPENDIX.1.

PUBLIC SECTOR/PRIVATE SECTOR TASK FORCES'

Appointed and Co-opted Members

. .. ,

Robert AslesOn ,

President, U.S. OperatiOns
Information Handling Services, Inc.

Glenn Bacon,Director
Santi Theresa Laboratory
IBM

S.-Budington,..Director

. John Crerar Library' . -

Chicago, Minas.

J. Christopher. Burns, Adsoc.

40 Minneapolis Star & Tribune Co.'

Pauline AS Cochrane, Professor`'
School of InfordatiOn,Studies_
Syracuse University-

Marilyn Courtot, Admin. Director
Office, of the Wrefary
U:S. Senate

lr
Melvin-S: bay Ng

. Nat'l Tech. Info,,Service-(NTIS)
41.s.'.Dipattment of Commerce

Joseph W. Duncan, Director.i';,,

Ptderal-Statistical PoliCy
U.S. Department sof Commerce

6

Mark Foster,. -t

Microband Natiorial System,

Thomas J. Galvin,' Dean
kbool of Library & Info. Sci.

'Universit" Pittsburgh

Lois Gramick
ar

Director, PsycINTO, -

American Psychological Asilocttion-

w. Neal Gregory '(formerly staff to

Committee on 'House Administration
U.S. Hofise of Representatives)

Robert M. Hayes (Chairman), Dean .

Grady School of Library & Info. Sci.
University of California, Los Angeles

William Nelson, Vice President
Interactive Data Corporation

Rick Neustadt (formerly with
The Office of the President,
The White BOuse)

Larry Robertson
Natq'Ttledomm. & ency-

U.S. Department of -Comore

Roger R. Summit, Director
Information Systems 7-

L'ockheed Information Systems,anc.

NeftitTayior
Divisibt of Librly Development 'Services
Mai/and' State Department of Education.

'Loene Trubkin; President,
Data COurier, Inc.

Ediar47ZimMerman (fOrmarly.
Deputy.Adminiitrator, NTIA)
U.S. Department of tommerce)

I>

00

NCLia Comic = ion tie:abets

S

-Officisl,Obsirver

Charles Benton- ' Mirian Leitk i&qrAllen, Info. SystemOolicy

9' Carlos A. Cuadri PhilipA. Sprague ;Office of Management & Budget"
-

,

4.'NCLIS-Commission Staff

Ruth LlepMann Tighe, Staff' LiaAson (1979198)
fait Carbo &Istvan, Staff Liaison (1481-19824C
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APPENDIX 2
PRIOR DEFINITIONS 4

It is worthwhile to ist the definitions given in a variety of.documents

1 issuedby various government agencies,'inClu flg Congress., for comparison

with these definitions Eindto illustrate'the wide range of wa?s in ohich

the- terms are used. First, in the- draft ONE; .circular ("Improved

management and dissemination of federal information", the following

definitions4itere used: L

"a. "Information" -- The term:l'information".aa used herein is

intended to mean publications and other documents, such as reports, Studies,

and brochures, which are availablein a'paper or microirm media (sic).
How&ver, agkries are encouraged, as appropriate, to apply.-the policies, and
principles contained in this brochure to information which is available in
.other med, such as computer data bases.

v

"b. "Public-information" -- Information which is collected, air

prOchiced, or created'by or for the'eadeial.government, with federal funds,

primarily for the purpose of communicating with, educating, or informing
one or.more sagments of the public. 'Ma distinguishing characteristic of
public information is that the e-agenCy actively seeks, in some fashionf, to
disseminate such informatioror otherwise make it available to the public.-

"c. "Scientific and technical informition",,.-7 Data or'knowiedge

-resulting from the cOnduct,ofederally funded research and development, Or
required for organizing, administeringor performing research and .

development. Such information is used primarily'.by scientists and engineers

engaged,in research and development work. ,

474

""d. "Information center " -- A formally structured or_ izational .

unit financ4d partially or totally bylpderal funds and established for the

purpose of, acquiring, maintaihfilg, retriev$4, a?1 synthesizing. a bOdy

taformation,and/or,data'in a .claarli definedosPediaiizedifle14 or pertaining

to a speCific mission with tje intent:O4ftompiling; repackaging, or 'otherwise

organizing andwpresenting:pertinent informatioroandior data ):

-timely, and' useful fdrmb " Er.

. -

n
followihglAFfinittons weraiusedi. ..

, . 4 .
.

./
(

Government information: Anything comppedige erated/Maintained by a

governmental entity, including=pVhlikhed maOtialO udpublished

o
records,elect;oplcally recorded files, film?, lentil -working papele

. 4

memorandar-and similar mathrials, whether or If t 'is,made available .

.

t.

.

-1
1. V .k
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.

under title 44 of the U.S. Code, the Freedom of,Information Act, or any
other law or by administrative discretion.

/' Government publication. Any portion of governbent information produced
by:a government entity-which is,made available to the public through printing,
electronic transfer, or any other form of reproduction at.government expense'
and Which is offered for public saleVrental or for free distribution.',

.

Government document. A specific identiffable segment of information
°prodpced by a government entity which may be made available to the public
upon request under law or by administrative discretion, bdt which is not
usually considered of such broad. public interest as to warrant general
publication or distribution., . . ,

.

-f,
: Government printing,,, The reproduction,in any form, utilizing public

funds, of a portion of information produced by a governmental entity, -such
reproduction being performed by the'CP0 or its agents, by the governmental
agency itself; or by a contractor with either.

Public ac ss. Any proper method by which the general public may
examine, reproduce, r otherwise obtain_access to information produced by
a governmental entity. "

4

In ehe'OMB Bull*In ("Public access to information produced with
fe ral funds"), the definition for "Public information" is the same as
us d in the more recent draft circular, but.wit'hout the characteriiing
sentence; 'An ad'diti'on, a,definition was given for "government information":

1
,, " Public Information. Information which is collected, produced or created

.

by or for the federal government,vith federal funds, primarily for the
purpose of communicating with, educgting or informing one,,or more egments
of the public. A

...:

" Goveinment\information. Information which is collected,: produced or 4

cr;iied by Dr for the federal government; with federal funds, in the
performance of its respOSibilities and fanctions'for 'which the gov6akent ..

is, the primary .user. 1

r
f

,

. , . 78
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APPENDIX 3
P-

CASES TO ILLUSTRATE THE APPLICATION OF
THE PRINCIPLES AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
PUBLIC SECTOR/PRIVATE SECTOR TASK FORCE.

@

N.,

4

The following are cases .that may be tiseUto illustrate the ,

tpplicabilitY'of the Several atinciples on which the Task Force has

'reached an consensus. each case, there isa brief-description

of Ile gdgernmental activity involved, in sae cases together

with brief statements of potential points of conflict.

4

4 p

.

o Wor9.dwide'Information & Trade System. This is a servile of the

'Depirtment of Commerce intended to assist in the development

ofimptoved U.S. international trade. As originally planned, )

it would duplicate a number of existing services An-the 4

private sector and in. international banking (The World Bank

.
and International Monetary Fund, The Journal of Commerce,

Dun!( and*Bradstreet; DRI, etc.). Although the appropriation

establishing Wcalls for cooperation with the private sector,

that is after,, the fict of establishing the program. Therefore,

this provides a :druCial,test of any principles that shoUld

govera,pulaid sed&r/private Sector interaction.
l 1 t ''''''

co

o the iailimal Library of Medicine.. The seve ral services provided

by'the Natibnal Libra of Medicine - -Index Medicusi MEDLARS,

MEDLINE, etc. --are Presently provided to the commercial°

.. .

market (in the,mense defined by the Task Force) as well as

being examPles of infOrmation generated by the Federal
. . .1

.

-government. They.tosome extent overlap or duplicate exis ug

private sector services; they also represent databasts f om

.

which other informatiOn products and servicesicodlebe developed ' ,

by the private sector.
,

- 4

,.. -$3 WIC. The ERIC system was established as complementary to an' 4,..

existing, private, sector service (Index to Journals 3.m Education).,

-, Its data bases hive-been extensively used by the private! sector,

Pepecially by the ,several data base services.
.

-' (
.

-,

..

o . NIMB: The op-iine dridexing Service-develOged the National A

Institute of Mental Health overlaps (perhapi as much' as 60%) '

with Psychological Aiitracts: It therefore colppetes directly with

'a private Sector ,organization.7 It also may illusttte the risks

involved when the Federal government both sponsors mach of the
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'basic research and.detQrmilhes what research will be,collecied,
abstracted, indexed, a d distributed to the scientific community.

o Congressional Researdh Service. The Congressionalzgesearch
. Service (a part of the Library of.Congress) provides:analyses,

research services, and information.services to every part of
the Cbngressional.community (Colgress, the General Accounting
Office, the Office of Technology Assessment,, the Congressional

. Budget Oftice). Its reports are "governmental information"
in the precise sense defined by the Task_kprce. How do the
principles and policies developed:by the Task Force apply to
this context

o LEGIS. The LEGS system is used by Congrtss to keep track of
legislation as it Wes through tht many steps in the legislative
procets. It is a,computerized system, developed to replace the
manual, records previously maintained by the Secretav's office,
but itr,lictui serves the added function of answering questions
about ;the ytatusiebills. Hpw'do the principles and policies
-applyito making this data base available for private sector use ?

o SCORPIO. The.Library of Con ess now provides an internal
computer basedsystem,Ofac ss to its current catalog: the

' SCORPIO system. It would b of greatNalue to the library 'IC'

communitycif there were general access to that system, t if
there were, it would both overload the present equipmen vnd
compete with existing, private sector -services.

ro

o Government Printing Office. The GPO, as t agency principally'
responsible for:the distribution of govern ntalhinformation,

ra
'provides the largest single example of a g ernmentar service
to which,the principles and policies could be applied.

o NTIS. The NTIS, as the agency principally responsible for the
'distribution of reports from' contractors tothe Federal . v

government, provides another major examply
t / V

e.
'' A

o DOE. The Department of Energy has esrablished an on-line data
base service to meiet its ineWrhal needs. Should it expand that

t..

- service to provide data:to the-4e ral
:4

blic, or should it
:(

depend upon priv e or servic do so ? . ...,
.

, . ',
. , -.

o DDC. The Defense Documentat Ceziter(provides on-line services
from its data bases, to its a encies and contractors'. It

has-considered adding-atifer-non-DDO-dita-bases-to its services,
although it has not done so. How-do to principles and p licies
apply to this kind of situation ?

,.

'

.
_ 2. .

.
4

o Census. The 1970:census was made available to the eupubl in

general through private sector distribution. The flans or'the

11980
(

Census, towever, are el, develop centers withih each state1

"

43,

o
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which will be responsible for distribution to state agencies

and to secondary distribution centers. This aiproaCh directly

affects, private sector services. Beyond that, the Census is
.developing And,providing software that both sipports and

competes with private sector organization marketing Oensus
P

based services.

,

o 4,1SRDS, The National Standard Reference Data System of,the
National)Bureau of.Standards accumulates and analyzes quantitative
data concerning the properties of mgterials. it makes those data
vailable bath through,its own publications and throug1 private,
actor services.

,1

o D DS. The DIDS'
1

service provides.for the display of a Variety
of geographically based data,.' together with computer capability
for calculation of combinations of existing data;

, -

. ,'. . .

o Direceary of Federal Statistical Data Bases. Thijs'resource.is
bei,pg developed by the Office 'of Federal Statistical Policy and
Standards and NTIS in response to needs expressed by both
Federaltagencies, private sector users ofFederal statistics,
and the library ,community The posts for creating and

maintaining ace Directory are borne in part by the participating
agencies and in part by NTIS. The Directory is Intended to
become a regular publication which will contain standardized
bibliographic information hnd abstracts of all public use ;

liala,:

-
files. .

, -,

Ar o Informatiop Centers., pfe'95th Congres mandated that a number
of 'anforiation center's" should be esthblihhed in several
areas` ok'govsrnmental operations anc serviCes to the public.

0

c'

O
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The,foll Wing listing of.references contains books and articles that

-the 'Task Pare found valusbliAn-their discussions: Some of them are labeled

withV7PPS" num ers; .theie were Vatributed Amohg the-memberstas part, of the

listributidn of rftmoranda and substantive documents involved in the work

of;,the,Task Force. Others are included as part of the\essenEial background,

,fo-i the issues involves, even hough they;may not' hive,been formally ncluded

.:among,TAsk Force documents. 4
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